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Figure 10. First Baptist Church – Highland Park, after 1912 

 

church historian Ruby Waugh, “We were proud of our new home.  There it stood on the 

corner with a steeple pointing toward heaven, and an open door for all who were seeking 

a haven.”  The church also had a library, a belfry, and benches, which were “a far cry 

from the crude benches of the brush harbor” of the church’s origins.15  Sanders exerted 

his clerical influence beyond his congregation.  In the 1911/12 academic year at Arkansas 

Baptist College, from where Jones graduated several years later, Sanders headed the 

Theological Department.16  His connection with this college and its president, Joseph A. 

Booker, led to additional opportunities.  Booker was one of the state’s most powerful and 

influential African Americans, who, like his friend Booker T. Washington, had 

                                                 
15 Patterson Carr, Mavis Posey, Rosalyn Pruitt, and Ruby Waugh, eds., Our Centennial 
Year: First Baptist Church - Highland Park (Creative Graphics, Inc.: Little Rock, AR, 
1994) 12 & 30. 
 
16 Twenty-Seventh Annual Catalogue of Arkansas Baptist College, 1910-1911, (1911): 
21, Pamphlet 8343, Arkansas History Commission, Little Rock, AR. 
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exceptional skills in dealing with white people.  Under his leadership, Arkansas Baptist 

College became the National Baptist Convention, USA’s flagship educational institution, 

which received financial support from the denomination’s members from across the 

country and wealthy white patrons and philanthropic institutions.  From 1915 until 1921 

he served as Secretary of the Home Mission Board for the National Baptist Convention 

(NBC).  During these years, Sanders was a representative on this board.  In 1918, he took 

over as board chairman, after the previous chairman, Little Rock native Rev. P. A. 

Knowles, died.  On the Home Mission Board he worked with the Home Mission Board of 

the Southern Baptist Convention, an all-white denomination, to spread Christianity and 

improve conditions for African Americans.17   

 Regarding Sanders’ relationship with his daughter, circumstantial evidence 

suggests that he was an especially important presence in Jones’s life.  While he and Ada 

                                                 
17 While this “collaboration” afforded the white convention a degree of control over the 
missions of the black one, the latter group apparently depended on the financial support 
of the former.  The NBC’s Home Mission Board (HMB) expressed a desire to establish 
ties with the all-white Northern Baptist Convention, although believed that better 
communication with their own State Conventions and boards would best facilitate the 
spread of their work nationwide.  Among the HMB’s activities were delivering public 
addresses and sermons, fixing homes and churches, distributing Bibles, administering 
baptisms, and inducing people to attend school.  See Minutes from Journal, 39th Annual 
Session, National Baptist Convention, St. Louis, (Nashville, 1918): 63-67, Southern 
Baptist Historical Library and Archives, Nashville; For a quick synopsis on Joseph 
Booker’s role as Secretary of the Home Mission Board from the perspective of a white 
female friend, see the essay by Una Roberts Lawrence entitled “Joseph Albert Booker – 
Mediator.”  She wrote that his six years as Secretary “placed him in a close relationship 
with the Home Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention, which then – and now 
– does its Negro work in cooperation with the Negro Baptist agencies.  In consultation 
with Dr. Gray the missionaries were appointed, their work directed and the results 
reported to both Conventions.  This fraternal relationship between the two leaders worked 
in favorable reaction upon both Baptist bodies, but it was an especial blessing to the 
Negro Convention, for here was tangible evidence of the real interest of white Baptists in 
the work and progress of Negro Baptists” (6).  Box 1, Folder 21, Una Roberts Lawrence 
Collection, Southern Baptist Historical Library and Archives. 
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never married, they continued to live in close proximity to each other.  Jones went by her 

father’s surname, at least by the time she reached high school.18  She attended his church, 

First Baptist, Highland Park, which the church members testifying at the trial of Emanuel 

West made clear, although she also had ties with a church she referred to as Mt. Ollie.19  

This was probably Mt. Olive Baptist Church, from which nearby First Baptist 

originated.20  The fact that her parents’ and grandparents’ homes and the first home she 

and George occupied together were in the neighborhood of both churches increased the 

likelihood that she fell under her father’s sphere of influence.  No evidence has surfaced 

to indicate that she lived with her father, whose house on Chester Street was about three 

miles from this neighborhood.  Even if she did not, an intriguing biographical detail 

suggests that Jones had a close relationship with her stepmother, Bettie.  She presumably 

named her third child and only daughter, Betty Jane (who died in infancy) after her 

stepmother and grandmother, Lizzie Jane.21  No evidence has emerged to suggest that 

Jones thought anything but highly of her father, too, as her biographical sketch implied. 

 Jones left concrete evidence that she had a close relationship with her mother, 

grandmother, and great-grandmother.  After her mother’s death in the late 1960s, she 

                                                 
18 Arkansas Baptist College records list her as both Sanders and Saunders.  The 1910 
census lists her as Willie McBerry.  For her father, I use the surname “Sanders,” rather 
than “Saunders,” since the former appeared more often in records than the latter. 
 
19 1956 Passion Play program. 
 
20 During Jones’s years in Little Rock, Mt. Olive and First Baptist churches were never 
separated by more than a few blocks.  According to the city directory, in fact, the two 
churches sat across the street from each other in the first years of the 20th-century.  Rev. 
Sanders, who helped to form First Baptist (Mt. Tabor), probably had ties with Mt. Olive, 
although I have found no evidence indicating that he served as its pastor. 
 
21 Her autobiographical sketch mentioned her daughter but not her stepmother.  On the 
1910 and 1920 census forms her stepmother’s name was spelled with an “ie,” not a “y.” 
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created a page-sized tribute to her matriarchal lineage, which incorporated text and old 

photographs (Figure 11).  A neck-up portrait of Jones dominates the document.  Rather 

than self-aggrandizement, the elements surrounding her portrait indicate that her aim is to 

celebrate her ancestral connection.  Portraits of the three women who she refers to as her 

“Beloved Family” line the bottom.  Their stoic expressions and headwear contrast with 

Jones’s youthful smile and carefully coiffed hair.  Written in first-person narration, Jones 

lists how long each woman lived, and clarifies that “They are not dead, they are just 

away.”  This existential distinction does not change the fact that she longs to be with 

them.  “I miss all of you my darlings, but I have a hope that someday we will never say 

goodbye, and we will be with our Lord for ever and ever.”  Aside from the fact that her 

mother’s image is slightly larger than those of her grandmother and great-grandmother, 

nothing suggests that she favors any one of them over the others.  When Jones adds the 

word “Daughter” after her name printed below her portrait, therefore, she emphasizes the 

maternal role all three women played in her life.  As if channeling sentiments that the 

absent women would express if present, Jones adds across the top of the tribute: “God 

Bless You Willa.”22 

  Subject to the pronounced double burden of racial and gender oppression in the 

19th- and early 20th-centuries, Ada Anderson, Lizzie Davis, and Hester Hall had difficult 

lives, marked by painful events and years of hard labor.  The elder two, for instance,  

                                                 
22 This document belongs to Jones’s grandson, Rogers Jones, who has it framed and on 
display in his office at work. 
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Figure 11. “Beloved Family of Willa Saunders Jones” 
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spent the first part of their lives enslaved.  Hall, who according to Willa, her great-

granddaughter, lived to be 90 years old, was born in South Carolina around 1830.  After 

moving to Mississippi, either along with her white owners or as a result of being sold, she 

gave birth to her daughter, Jane.  Mamma Jane, as Jones referred to her grandmother 

Lizzie, would be the only one of Hall’s five children known to outlive her mother, and 

perhaps the only one to survive childhood (the 1870 and 1880 censuses list Jane as the 

only relative with Hall).  Life after emancipation did not markedly improve for many 

African Americans, and with respect to racial violence, it may have worsened.  “In a 

perverse way, emancipation had made the black population [of Mississippi] more 

vulnerable than before.  It now faced threats from two directions: white mobs and white 

courts.”23  Under the specter of this threat, Hall bore the dual responsibility of working as 

a farmer (tenant or sharecropper probably picking cotton) and raising a child.  If she 

made any profit by the end of the harvest, it would have been minimal and not enough to 

raise their status above subsistence living.  She may have found some relief when her 

daughter married John Pulliam, a farmer who had moved to Mississippi from Tennessee.  

In the summer of 1879, Jane gave birth to Ada, who spent her early years with her 

mother, father, and grandmother on a plantation in the northwestern corner of 

Mississippi, just below Memphis.  Within two years, Jane gave birth to another daughter, 

Lula.  This daughter’s light complexion made visible the painful reality that even once 

slavery had ended black women were relatively powerless against the sexual advances of 

white men.24 

                                                 
23 David M. Oshinsky, Worse Than Slavery: Parchman Farm and the Ordeal of Jim 
Crow Justice (Free Press: New York, 1997): 29. 
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 Moving to Little Rock did not shield them from further difficulty.  During their 

years in the city they would have witnessed increasing segregation and racial animus, 

which followed the nationwide trend.  According to historian Fon Louise Gordon, the 

Republican party, which African Americans had long supported, “disfranchised 

[Arkansan] blacks just as surely as had the secret ballot and poll tax enacted by 

Democrats” by excluding black delegates.25  In addition to a loss of electoral power, the 

“rise of racial radicalism” during the period was marked by an increase in anti-black 

legislation, racial violence, and a general erosion of civil rights.26  During his tenure in 

office from 1901 to 1906 – the first six years of Willa Jones’s life - Governor Jeff Davis 

spewed stridently racist rhetoric, undermined black political participation, and sponsored 

legislation that segregated streetcars and jail cells and would have increased the 

inequalities between white and black schools.27 

                                                                                                                                                 
24 Willa Jones’s granddaughter suggested that Lula’s conception “may have been by 
force.” Betty Young Jones, Interview with author, 21 July 2007; Betty Young Jones, 
Telephone interview with author (5 July 2007); Betty Young Jones owns a photograph 
(which was reproduced in Ebony magazine) of Willa Jones, Ada, and Lula. 
 
25 Fon Louise Gordon, Caste and Class: The Black Experience in Arkansas, 1880-1920 
(The University of Georgia Press: Athens; London, 1995): 42; Rather than reflecting a 
dearth of qualified black candidates, historian John Graves, focusing on the 1890s, 
argued that disfranchisement “was the result of impersonal social forces which sought to 
remove all Negroes from the political scene, regardless of individual competency.” John 
Willam Graves, “Negro Disfranchisement In Arkansas,” The Arkansas Historical 
Quarterly V. 26 (1967): 225. 
 
26 Ibid, 40-44. 
 
27 John William Graves, Town and Country: Race Relations in an Urban-Rural Context, 
1865-1905 (The University of Arkansas Press: Fayetteville; London, 1990): 216-225; 
Gordon, Cast and Class, 45-52; Todd Lewis, Race Relations in Arkansas, 1910-1929 
(Doctoral Dissertation, University of Arkansas, 1995): 8 & 16-19. 
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 This racial climate buttressed an unfair system of labor.  African American 

women were limited to menial jobs for which they received less pay than white women.  

No longer working in fields, Hester, Lizzie Jane, and Ada now performed some of the 

most common jobs available to urban African American women as laundresses, cooks, 

and domestics.28  Most domestic jobs required working in the homes of whites, which 

probably came at the expense of attending to their own family.29  Given the era’s 

pervasive ideology regarding women’s domestic sphere of work, they nonetheless would 

have been expected to cook and clean when they finally did return home. 

 In spite of mounting racism and a never-ending workload, when the three women 

moved from the country to the city, they became part of a large and vibrant African 

American community that buffered them from the worst racial offenses.  Little Rock had 

the highest black urban population and the most black-owned businesses in Arkansas, 

which meant that Hester, Lizzie Jane, and Ada could operate with a greater degree of 

autonomy than on the plantation.  Even when they worked in whites’ homes, they were 

                                                 
28 Although tracking the work history of these three women is difficult given the gaps in 
census and city directory information and the fact that other women in Little Rock shared 
their names, evidence indicates that both Hester and Lizzie Jane had to work until late in 
their lives.  City directories list Hester as a laundress from 1893 until 1898.  The 1902/3 
directory and 1910 census list her as not working, but the 1911 and 1912 directories list 
her as a domestic (an “H. Hall” also appears as a domestic laborer in the 1906 directory).  
I have found only two listings that definitely refer to Jones’s grandmother and not 
someone else named Elizabeth, Liza, or Lizzie Davis.  Both the 1908 city directory and 
1930 census list her as a cook.  Other city directories list a woman by her name as a 
laundress, but the addresses at which she resides do not correspond with those of other 
family members.  The 1910 census lists Ada as a washerwoman in a private residence.  
City directories list her as a laundress in 1912, an unspecified laborer in 1913, and a 
domestic in 1915.  According to the 1920 census she did not work, but the 1930 census 
lists her as a washerwoman at home. 
 
29 Between 1900 and 1920, nearly half of all employed black women were servants and 
40% worked as laundresses.  A much higher percentage of black than white women 
worked outside the home.  Gordon, Caste, 68 & 69. 
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employees at will and were less restricted to a single job than they were as farm laborers.  

The threat of racial violence and intimidation was less than in other parts of the South and 

rural parts of the state.30  For perhaps the first time in their lives they could afford to rent 

and even own property without having to share the dwelling with non-family members.  

And Little Rock offered a comparable abundance of social, cultural, and educational 

opportunities that substantially improved the quality of life.  According to Joseph Booker, 

“it is thus said of Little Rock, by those who are acquainted with the existing conditions, 

that it is one of the best cities in all of the country, and it is often denominated, ‘The 

garden spot of the world.’”31  From Mississippi plantations to urban life in Arkansas, the 

story of Jones’s ancestors followed a trajectory of racial uplift. 

 

Learning the Art of Respectability 

 Inheriting a more favorable set of circumstances than her ancestors, Jones 

capitalized on the opportunity to attend public and private schools.  “There are many 

trophies at [Stephens Public School],” she noted in her biographical sketch.  “I won in 

music and spelling contests.  I graduated as the first Honor student from the 8th grade.”32  

                                                 
30 According to one Little Rock doctor, “The relation of the races in Little Rock and the 
other large towns and cities in the state is not so strained… as it is in some of the smaller 
towns and some localities in the country, especially on the large farms where the more 
ignorant Negro lives and the rule of power is exercised by unrefined and in many cases 
inhuman white men, and indeed the situation in some places is far from satisfaction.”  D. 
B. Gaines, Racial Possibilities as Indicated by the Negroes of Arkansas (Philander Smith 
College: Little Rock, 1898): 22 & 23. 
 
31 Elias McSails Woods, Blue Book of Little Rock and Argenta (Central Printing 
Company: Little Rock, 1907): 145. 
 
32 1956 Program, p.2; According to the current principal of Stephens Elementary School, 
the only old artifact at the current school building is a picture of the original building that 
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Named after a pioneering African American teacher in Arkansas, Charlotte A. Stephens, 

Jones’s primary school opened in 1909 across the street from her father’s church.  She 

studied under the tutelage of one of the state’s foremost educators, Rufus Charles 

Childress, the school’s principal.33  As was customary for principals of African American 

schools during this time, Childress served as the students’ primary teacher.  His vision 

and resourcefulness probably ensured that the school functioned well. 

 Jones next entered the academic program (the equivalent of high school) at 

Arkansas Baptist College.34  She did reasonably well, finishing in the upper quarter of her 

                                                                                                                                                 
was partially destroyed by fire.  The current Stephens building is the third one on the site.  
Sharon A. Brooks, Telephone conversation with author (6 April 2009). 
 
33 Childress presumably stepped down as principal of Stephens after the 1914-1915 
school year, a year before Jones likely graduated from the 8th grade, and was replaced by 
Lessie V. Arnold.  Little Rock City Directories, 1914 and 1915; In 1898 Childress helped 
to establish the State Teachers Association of Arkansas, an organization aimed to rectify 
the deplorable conditions of black schools, which were neglected by the white-run school 
system.  The same year he assumed the helm at Stephens he successfully appealed to the 
Little Rock city government for the creation of the first public library for the black 
community, which continued to function into the era of desegregation.  From 1921 until 
1932, he served as the building agent for the Rosenwald Fund, during which time he 
oversaw the construction of approximately 400 schools.  See Thomas E. Patterson, 
History of the Arkansas Teachers Association (National Education Association: 
Washington, D. C., 1981): 30-34, and Ruth P. Patterson, “Tribute To Dr. R. C. 
Childress,” Undated clipping in biographical files of the Arkansas History Commission. 
 
34 Jones first appears in school records in October 1917 as a second year student in the 
academic program.  She apparently transferred from another class after her first year, but 
remained with the same teacher and most of the same students for her final three years.  
The records that survive only document student names and test scores of one class.  There 
were probably at least four different classes in a grade.  The 1915-1916 Academic 
Department had 149 students (77 boys and 72 girls) and Jones’s class size ranged from 
37 to 40 students with slightly more girls than boys.  The total number of students at the 
school that year was 326.  At least three of her classmates were fifteen the year they 
graduated, including a daughter of president Booker, the daughter of a minister, and the 
son of a public school teacher.  Students’ ages in this class by the time of graduation 
ranged up to early-twenties (one student may have been in her early thirties).  While most 
students came from Pulaski County, which contained Little Rock and Argenta (North 
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class in several subjects, which included Latin, Greek, English Literature, Algebra, Plane 

Geometry, Physical Geography, Chemistry, Bible, General History, Natural Philosophy, 

and Rhetoric.  She was not a standout, however, never finishing in the top three in any 

subject, and occasionally finishing in the bottom half of her class.  Her enrollment 

signaled a shared familial commitment to education that probably required a pooling of 

resources.35  To help pay for tuition, Jones had to work, at least during her final year.36  In 

                                                                                                                                                 
Little Rock), and neighboring counties, some students traveled from distant counties, like 
Lafayette.  In 1918 fewer than one-third of the students boarded at the school.  Arkansas 
Baptist College, Record of Examination and Class Standing, Part 2, 1899-1934 and 
Education Board (NY): Early Southern Program: Arkansas, Roll #14, Arkansas History 
Commission;  Information on student ages and where they were from based on 1920 
Federal Census; According to the catalogue for the 1910-11 school year, “In [the 
Academic Department] the student gets a high school course, or full preparation for 
college, with a few normal subjects as a practical fitness to teach.  Students completing 
this course can easily make Freshman and sometimes Sophomore class in any of our 
Southern colleges.” Twenty-Seventh Annual, 21. 
 
35 Families of Arkansas Baptist College students tended to make more money than other 
African American families, a fact testified by their ability to afford private schooling and, 
taken as a group, their unusually high rate of home ownership.  Nine of the thirteen two-
parent families I examined owned their homes.  According to the 1920 census, among the 
students’ parents there were six farmers, three teachers, at least three pastors, a 
newspaper editor, and a school president.  There were nearly as many skilled and 
unskilled laborers as there were farmers, but many of these were women married to men 
with professional occupations.  Regarding the hardships facing farm students, see Joseph 
Booker’s letter to Wallace Buttrick, dated November 26, 1906, General Education Board, 
Frames 92 & 93.  In a letter dated April 17, 1912 to philanthropist John D. Rockefeller, 
Booker pleaded for financial support because of the year’s crop failure.  “We draw most 
of our patronage from the black belt of the state.  At this time all that section is either 
under water directly, or so greatly affected by the overflow indirectly that these people 
have been unable to meet their monthly obligations for the past month or two.  We shall 
be obliged to keep their children here in school til the close of school in May and actually 
expect nothing for it because of the awful disaster that has slowly crept upon that portion 
of the state.  We cannot look to them next summer for money to put away for the running 
of our school next winter, and cannot even hope to collect closely on them for the 
services we are now rendering them in taking care of and educating their children.”  The 
letter presumably went unanswered, although enrollment did not drop off precipitously 
until the 1913-1914 academic year (only 134 students enrolled, down from 217).  General 
Education Board, Frame 100. 
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addition to her strong performance at Stephens Elementary, her father’s previous 

employment with Arkansas Baptist College may have paved her way for admittance into 

the school.  His position as a Baptist pastor inclined him to take an interest in the school 

in which his denomination invested the major share, at least on the conference level, of 

its educational support.37  As a student, Jones absorbed the values of the black elite and 

middle class among her ambitious young peers, who prepared to become the next 

generation of community leaders.38  According to her own account, she graduated in 

1920.39 

                                                                                                                                                 
36 Jones appeared in the 1920 city directory as a helper in a downtown laundry, residing 
within a block away at 208 Cumberland Street.  Based on census data, the likelihood of a 
student needing to work in order to support her education at Arkansas Baptist College 
increased with age.  Most of the students who worked – as servants and farmers among 
other forms of occupation - were at least 20-years-old by the time they graduated. 
 
37 As one outside observer put it, “There are 70,000 negro Baptists in the state and this is 
their school – their pride – and justly so.” Letter dated December 1902 from David Cloyd 
to Wallace Buttrick, General Education Board, Frame 46; Arkansas Baptist College 
always had ties with the state Baptist convention.  Dr. E. C. Morris, who was the long-
time president of the state and National Baptist Convention and therefore the most 
powerful figure in the denomination, strengthened this connection In 1919.  According to 
his motion as the chairman of the college’s trustee board, “the Stockholders association 
[of the Arkansas Baptist College] voted to merge its stock into [state] Convention stock, 
incorporate the trustees to act for the new corporation, or act as the new corporation, and 
the stockholders as such, going out of business, after the merger was completed and the 
new papers fixed as to protect what had been accomplished.”  Joseph Booker letter dated 
November 26, 1919 to Wallace Buttrick.  General Education Board, Frame 123. 
 
38 Given the racial realities, some of her peers undoubtedly took up low-level jobs after 
graduation, in spite of their preparation for skilled professions.  Judging by the males in 
her class, however, the majority of students went on to respectable careers.  Of the five 
on whom I found information in the 1930 census, there were two teachers, one lawyer, 
one auditor, a cotton farmer, and a proprietor of a pool hall. 
 
39 In her biographical sketch, she stated that she immediately married George Jones after 
graduation.  Since they married in early February 1920, she either finished her 
coursework before the rest of the students in her class (who attended spring semester) or 
misremembered the order of events.  Her name did not appear on the spring class list. 
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 In addition to a solid formal education, Little Rock exposed Jones to an array of 

music and drama that shaped the nature of her cultural efforts as an adult.  The city 

served as a center for the arts of the African American community.  While blues and jazz 

played in local pool halls, saloons, and vaudeville establishments, the music of the black 

middle and upper classes, performed in more reputable venues, left a more enduring 

legacy.  The achievements of two celebrated African American composers who lived in 

Little Rock during Jones’s childhood, William Grant Still and Florence Beatrice Smith 

Price, attested to this reality.  Referred to as the “Dean of African American composers,” 

Still wrote, directed, and arranged many instrumental and choral works, including a 

pioneering symphony and opera.  Price wrote many notable vocal, keyboard, string, and 

orchestral compositions, including songs that the famous soprano Marian Anderson 

frequently performed.  Their professional success came after leaving Little Rock, but 

their biographies indicate that their time spent in the city was musically formative.40  In 

the early decades of the 20th-century, many middle and upper class African Americans 

viewed racial uplift in terms of the successful assimilation of Euro-American cultural 

values and tastes.  This was expressed, in part, through the appreciation and performance 

of classical music.  At the same time, the cultural pride within the local African American 

community - reflected in and reinforced by the strength of the church and schools - 

ensured that the black elite stayed connected with this community.  Both Still and Price 

                                                 
40 For instance, see: Rae Linda Brown, Selected Orchestral Music of Florence B. Price 
(1888-1953) in the Context of Her Life and Work (Doctoral Dissertation: Yale University, 
1987); Willard B. Gatewood, “The Formative Years of William Grant Still: Little Rock 
Arkansas, 1895-1911,” in William Grant Still: A Study in Contradictions (University of 
California Press: Berkeley; Los Angeles; London, 2000): 21-38; William Grant Still, 
“Remembering Arkansas” in William Grant Still Studies at the University of Arkansas: A 
1984 Congress Report, edited by Claire Detels (University of Arkansas, Fulbright 
College of Arts and Sciences, 1985): 44-46. 
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appreciated the spirituals, and created work that expressed a cultural connection with 

their black ancestry. 

 As a well educated, churchgoing daughter of a minister, Jones appeared to be part 

of the black middle class – a status determined more by socio-cultural values and 

aspirations than income.  Her future cultural efforts indicated that the world of Still and 

Price mirrored her own more closely than the one characterized by the commercial 

entertainment of the working class.  But she did not move in as elite circles as either one 

of these nascent composers.41  She had immediate ties to the working class through Ada, 

Lizzie Jane, and Hester and her own employment at a laundry.  And the churches she 

attended - First Baptist and Mt. Olive - were small churches that did not convey the 

cultural prestige of more prominent and denominationally elite churches like Allison 

Presbyterian Church, which Price and presumably even Still attended.42  Historian Fon 

Louise Gordon has characterized the African American community in Arkansas as 

“diverse and dynamic,” yet argued that a monolithic middle class improved its own 

standing by distancing itself from the working class and maintaining the racial status 

quo.43  While this argument may have applied to certain segments of the black middle 

                                                 
41 For information on the black elite during Jones’s youth, see: Willard B. Gatewood, 
Aristocrats of Color: The Black Elite, 1880-1920 (Indiana University Press: 
Bloomington; Indianapolis, 1990); Gatewood indicated that elite cultural life centered 
around select organizations, Philander Smith and Arkansas Baptist Colleges, and Union 
High School (94). 
 
42 Gatewood, “The Formative ,” 30. 
 
43 According to Gordan, “The middle class spent its energy on overachievement, 
insulation from direct contact with white contempt, and, most significantly, alienation 
from the masses of blacks.  The middle class engaged in community-building as much for 
place, status, and self-esteem as for the uplift of the race.”  She also argued that the most 
significant result of segregation and disfranchisement was that they “impelled the middle 
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class, Jones occupied a more liminal position as a Baptist and between the middle and 

working class, which precluded the willful separation that Gordon emphasized. 

 Rather than a means to distance herself from the working class, Jones’s 

engagement with the arts signaled a mode of racial uplift akin to what Evelyn Brooks 

Higginbotham has labeled the “politics of respectability.”  Focusing on the rise of the 

Women’s Convention of the National Baptist Convention (a period that coincided with 

the years Jones lived in Little Rock), Higginbotham offered insight into the meaning of 

assimilation within the denomination to which Jones belonged.  For black Baptist 

women, assimilation became a means to both oppose perceived failings of the African 

American working poor and upper class and, in particular, challenge white supremacy.  

At a time when the racial “sciences” and popular culture buttressed a dangerous ideology 

of black racial inferiority, “the concept of respectability,” which these women expressed 

through the adoption of dominant (i.e. white) cultural norms, “signified self-esteem, 

racial pride, and… the search for common ground on which to live as Americans with 

Americans of other racial and ethnic backgrounds.”44  According to Gordon, cultural 

politics within Arkansas’ black middle class represented an ossification of class 

boundaries and a retreat from progressive political engagement.  In contrast, “the politics 

of respectability assumed a fluid and shifting position along a continuum of African 

American resistance” that emerged from “both a conservative and a radical impulse.”  As 

a result of this dynamic tension, “[t]he women’s movement in the black Baptist church 

                                                                                                                                                 
class on a course of self-preservation at the expense of the masses.”  Gordon, Caste, xii, 
70-71. 
 
44 Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham, Righteous Discontent: The Women’s Movement in the 
Black Baptist Church, 1880-1920 (Harvard University Press: Cambridge; London, 1993): 
188. 
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reflected and reinforced the hegemonic values of white America, as it simultaneously 

subverted and transformed the logic of race and gender subordination.”45 

 Jones and her female ancestors may not have participated directly in the Women’s 

Convention, but their circumstances suggested that they nonetheless would have 

benefited from the organization’s efforts.  Most significantly, the black Baptist’s 

women’s movement identified with and drew primary support from the very class of 

people who the middle class described by Gordon tried to exclude.  In short, the politics 

of respectability sought to affirm the worthiness, first and foremost, of working class 

women.  Jones’s mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother, with whom she identified 

so closely, represented the type of women who made up the movement’s rank and file.  

Her father’s connection with the national Home Mission Board increased the likelihood 

that he kept his congregation and family apprised of the related, yet exclusively female 

auxiliary of the National Baptist Convention.  Jones’s future work as a choral director on 

the national stage promoted an awareness of this auxiliary.  Whether or not Jones 

participated in the organization from which the women’s movement sprung, her Baptist 

affiliation and link with the working class gave her reason to practice a cultural politics 

informed by inclusion rather than exclusion.  The fact that she did became most evident 

by the cross-class and interdenominational character of her Passion play. 

 Jones’s early development in music and drama should be understood within this 

cultural context of social inclusion, fostered by Baptist women’s strategy of racial uplift 

through the politics of respectability.  From this perspective, the political dimensions of 

her role as a cultural agent emerged, in particular with regard to gender.  In the late 19th- 

                                                 
45 Ibid., 187 & 188. 
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and early 20th-centuries, women served highly visible roles as both leaders in the arts and 

educators within Little Rock’s African American community.  Many of the largest and 

most celebrated cultural events, including concerts, plays, and pageants, were produced 

by female teachers.  Teaching was one of the few professions available to women.  Large 

public events became another way to educate their students, who participated as 

performers, while enriching the cultural life of their community.  Their efforts exposed 

Jones to the power of public performances, which served as tangible expressions of 

female agency and fonts of racial pride. 

 Educators Charlotte Andrews Stephens and Carrie Still Shepperson galvanized 

the African American community through their cultural leadership.  Following in the 

footsteps of her father, who established the first school for African Americans in 

Arkansas, Stephens became the first black teacher in the Little Rock school district.  This 

began her 70-year teaching career, which established her as one of the most respected and 

influential figures in the city.  In the early 1870s as a teacher at Union High School, “she 

discovered the hunger her people suffered for want of recreation.”  Drawing upon her 

experience as a student at Oberlin College: 

She repeated a concert… a sort of musical skit with songs and recitations all tied 
together by the theme ‘Washing Day.’  The success was absolutely over-
powering.  Even standing room ran out, and she learned that they would pay 
admission to anything which promised an evening of entertainment.46 
 

This “concert” introduced community theater to African Americans in Little Rock and 

led to a string of productions that included oratory, singing, and pantomime.  Stephens 

wrote, directed, conducted music, and designed costumes for each of these.  While the 

                                                 
46 Adolphine Fletcher Terry, Charlotte Stephens: Little Rock’s First Black Teacher 
(Academic Press of Arkansas: Little Rock, 1973): 86. 
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“evening programs became an important factor in [the young people’s] community life,” 

they also served a more utilitarian purpose.  As a popular form of fundraising, “whenever 

the church needed money, the young people would give a play and take in forty or fifty 

dollars – quite a handsome sum in those days.”47  Further capitalizing on the popularity of 

her efforts, Stephens annually led “at least four exhibitions or programs which were put 

on to raise money for the church” where she served as organist.48  As elementary 

students, both Florence Price and William Grant Still fell under her influence.49 

 Building on Stephens’ legacy, Shepperson – Still’s mother - used music and 

drama to educate, entertain, and raise money.  A graduate of Atlanta University, 

Shepperson engaged in a wide range of cultural activities, including painting, “which she 

later abandoned in favor of theatrical activities.”  According to her daughter-in-law, she 

displayed her brilliance “in the writing and directing of plays (one in the style of the old 

morality plays) and pageants.”50  Like Stephens, she put her productions to practical use.  

Since only whites had access to the city’s public library, Shepperson raised money for a 

library for African Americans by staging a Shakespearean play.  She recruited graduates 

of Union High School and Capital Hill School as actors.  “The resulting performance 

                                                 
47 Ibid. 
 
48 Ibid., 100 & 101. 
 
49 According to one historian, “It is not known whether [Stephens] gave [Price and Still] 
any musical instruction, but she surely must have encouraged their interest in and talent 
for music.” Barbara Garvey Jackson, “Florence Price, Composer,” The Black Perspective 
In Music 5 (Spring 1977): 33; See also Eileen Southern, “William Grant Still – 
Trailblazer” in William Grant Still Studies, 2; In addition to a shared tutelage under 
Stephens, Still recalled that Price was a “good friend of our family.” Brown, Selected 
Orchestral Music, 21. 
 
50 Verna Arvey, In One Lifetime (The University of Arkansas Press: Fayetteville, 1984): 
18. 
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brought in several hundred dollars at the box office, and with that money the library in 

Capital Hill School was started.”51  From around 1902 until 1917 she staged annual 

extravaganzas at the school, which Jones undoubtedly heard about if not witnessed.  

Shepperson then moved her production into the Kempner Opera House for a Friday and 

Saturday night.  “The performances were sold out long before opening night,” explained 

Gordon, “not only because the black community supported her efforts and the school but 

also because the black community wanted the opportunity to sit on the floor of the theater 

rather than in the balcony.”52  A member of this cast remembered this experience as “one 

of the biggest things in my childhood going to the Kempner Theatre… and going in that 

front door and going around and walking up on that stage.  Oh, I thought I was in 

heaven.”53  Considering the fact that Shepperson also was an accomplished musician, her 

talents and cultural accomplishments parallel those of Jones in Chicago more closely than 

any other figure in Little Rock.54 

                                                 
51 Ibid., 26; Shepperson ordered and paid for costumes for the play through a catalogue.  
Among the plays she produced were The Merchant of Venice and A Midsummer Night’s 
Dream, as well one in which Still played the character Little Hiawatha.  Judith Anne Still, 
“Carrie Still Shepperson: The Hollows of Her Footsteps,” in William Grant Still: A Voice 
High-Sounding (The Master-Player Library: Flagstaff, AZ, 1990): 12. 
 
52 Fon Louis Gordon, “Black Women In Arkansas,” The Pulaski County Historical 
Review 35 (Summer 1987): 28 & 29; Gordon, Caste and Class, 80. 
 
53 The information about Shepperson’s extravaganzas comes from Mrs. Gwendolyn 
McConico Floyd, who Gordon interviewed in 1986.  Gordon, “Black Women,” 29; 
Gordon, Caste and Class, 80 & 81. 
 
54 “An accomplished pianist,” wrote Shepperson’s granddaughter, “she formed and 
directed a group of spiritual singers.  Sometimes she filled the neighborhood with music 
when she led her family in song out on the front porch on warm evenings.  Sometimes 
she wrote little songs for the children to sing at school and in church.” Still, “Carrie 
Still,” 11. 
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 While Stephens and Shepperson shaped the general cultural climate in Little 

Rock, Mattie Albert Booker Pearry had a direct impact on Jones’s musical development.  

The daughter of the Arkansas Baptist College president, Pearry served as the director of 

music at his school.  She led the student body in large musical activities in which Jones 

undoubtedly participated.  Like Stephens and Shepperson, Pearry benefited from a 

privileged education.  After attending Arkansas Baptist College, she earned a certificate 

of music from Spelman College, under the guidance of Miss Coydelia Kent.  She then 

studied piano under Karl Rechzeh at the Chicago Musical College and briefly at the 

American Conservatory of Music in Chicago.  Her parents, who she characterized as 

“music lovers,” then summoned her to return to Arkansas Baptist College, where she 

“took charge of the music.”  A few years after she left the school after ten years of 

service, Pearry wrote about the musical activities she had led: 

Two of the greatest outstanding features of a school are its music and athletics.  
Hence, choral, quartette, and glee clubs were organized and emphasized, not 
alone for the school’s advertisement but to aid in the religious, cultural and artistic 
development as well.  Often community sings were given on Sunday afternoons.  
Many white friends were our listeners (using on such programs our own folk-
songs as the major feature).  We feel safe in saying that our audience was 
delighted and it served most of all to encourage my employer-father in his great 
undertaking.55 
 

Like a sports team, the vocal groups served to advertise the school, presumably to 

prospective students and their parents, but also to the white community upon whom it 

depended for support and goodwill.  African American folksongs (i.e. spirituals) may 

                                                 
55 Mattie Booker Pearry autobiographical sketch (written for Una Roberts Lawrence ca. 
1928), Una Roberts Lawrence Collection, AR 631, Box 1, Folder 21, Southern Baptist 
Historical Library and Archives, Nashville; Lawrence lived in Little Rock during the 
1920s and was a friend of Pearry’s father, Joseph A. Booker; Prior to her marriage and 
education at Spellman and in Chicago, Pearry (then known as Miss Mattie Albert 
Booker) was an instructor in “Pianoforte, Voice, and Chorus Work” in Arkansas Baptist 
College’s School of Music. Twenty-Seventh Annual, 21-28. 
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have been the main staple of the popular Sunday concerts given for interracial audiences, 

but Pearry also led her students in other forms of sacred music.  For instance, she may 

have led students in hymns written by her sister, who served as a member on the Music 

Committee of the Sunday School Publishing Board, which produced the influential 

hymnal Gospel Pearls.56  Near the end of Jones’s first year at Arkansas Baptist College, 

Pearry directed the anthem “The Lord Has Done Great Things For Us” by the celebrated 

African American composer and director from Chicago, James Allen Mundy.  This “big 

musical number” performed on a Friday, along with others Pearry mounted, exposed 

Jones to the mass choir and prefigured the large groups she would later direct.57 

 Perhaps Pearry impressed upon Jones and her other students that Chicago was a 

Mecca for musicians and the type of music she taught.  She did not intend to leave the 

city.  “I had not begun to satisfy my desire for [music] study” in Chicago, and 

“reluctantly” gave up her studies to teach.  As a result of this “great sacrifice,” she 

became “greatly disappointed in personal achievements.”  Rather than a teacher, she 

wanted to become a concert pianist.58  Attesting to her talent, while in Chicago she served 

                                                 
56 First published in 1921, Gospel Pearls became one of the most popular and widely 
used hymnals for decades among black Baptists and included some of the earliest gospel 
songs by African American composers.  In addition to being on the Music Committee, 
Person penned two songs included in Gospel Pearls: “Someone Is Hitting the Home Trail 
Tonight” (No.114) and “Ring It Out With A Shout” (No.122).  Both songs list an 
additional contributor and Will M. Ramsey, a white gospel composer who ran a music 
publishing house in Little Rock during the period, as the songs’ “owner”; For insight into 
Person’s views on sacred music, see: Carrie B. Person, “Our Church Music,” The 
Missionary (ca. 1937): 6 in AR 631, Box 4, File Folder 8, Una Roberts Lawrence 
Collection, Southern Baptist Historical Library and Archives, Nashville, TN. 
 
57 “MUNDY’S MUSIC ON PROGRAM,” Chicago Defender (5 May 1917): 4. 
 
58 Pearry autobiographical sketch. 
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as the accompanist for the famous African American soprano Anita Patti Brown.59  

Pearry did eventually return to Chicago, but not until after Jones, her former pupil, had 

established herself as an accomplished musician and music director.  Jones realized the 

type of achievement for which Pearry longed.  In the Southern milieu that Pearry helped 

to shape, Jones cultivated a desire and acquired the fundamental skills to thrive in the 

cultural climate of the urban North. 

 

Chicago Direct 

 The sacred music scene that Jones encountered in Chicago amplified rather than 

diverged from the one she left in Little Rock.  In part this represented the fact that the 

cultural leaders in the two cities, most of whom grew up in the South, had similar music 

training in colleges and conservatories across the country.  These schools inculcated the 

perspective that classical music and black spirituals represented the apex of moral 

refinement and respectability and that the mastery of these musical forms refuted racist 

attitudes regarding black inferiority.  In addition, Chicago and Little Rock shared similar 

sacred music because of their relatively close ties and geographical proximity.  The Rock 

Island Lines with the Illinois Central Railroad enabled a cultural exchange that flowed in 

both directions to the benefit of both cities.  Mattie Booker Pearry implemented the 

lessons she learned in Chicago schools and concert halls at Arkansas Baptist College, for 

instance, while the composer Florence Price culturally enriched Chicago after leaving 

Little Rock.  Broad similarities between the two cities further encouraged shared musical 

tastes and practices.  Both had a socially and economically diverse black population, 

                                                 
59 “MUNDY’S,” 4. 
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which included a sizable middle class and a small, but influential body of elites.  While 

Chicago and Little Rock residents experienced segregation differently, African American 

leaders in both communities negotiated race relations and bolstered racial pride through 

large, public concerts and other spectacular cultural events.  Jones would find that the 

“community sings” led by Pearry in which “[m]any white friends were our listeners” had 

a direct correlative in the choral activities of her new urban home.  Finally, the National 

Baptist Convention, USA, and its Publishing Board in Nashville galvanized a nationwide 

religious solidarity (among other means) through sacred music.  Baptist hymnals and 

music events at regional and national gatherings created a shared religious culture with 

which Jones identified. 

 In spite of the similarities, there were important differences between the sacred 

music in Little Rock and Chicago.  Most significantly, whereas women, like Stephens, 

Shepperson, and Pearry, led many of the largest and most celebrated music events in the 

former city, men dominated the leadership of the latter’s sacred music.60  This gender 

division was reflected in a shift from the school to the church as the primary site of choral 

activity.  Chicago’s largest sacred music events, led by church choir directors, appeared 

in sanctuaries more often than in school auditoriums; participants were congregants 

rather than students.  The fact that female cultural leaders in Arkansas were teachers was 

no coincidence given historical patterns of exclusion from other professions.  Although 

women comprised the majority in the Black church and were essential to all of its myriad 

                                                 
60 While men made up the bulk of top choral directors in Chicago, the city “attract[ed] 
and produc[ed] an unusual number of black women composers.” Helen Walker-Hill, 
From Spirituals to Symphonies: African-American Women Composers and Their Music 
(Greenwood Press: Westport, CT; London, 2002): 28; Greater gender parity also existed 
among classical music performers, especially vocalists. 
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functions, they rarely occupied the highest positions of power and authority.  For 

instance, black Baptists in Chicago ordained no female pastors for the first three decades 

Jones lived there.  A similar exclusion occurred within church music programs in 

Chicago during the first few decades of the 20th century, perhaps because of the 

analogous role choir directors played to that of the pastor.  Through their music, choir 

directors represented a potential asset to the life of a church and posed a threat to the 

authority of the pastor.  Discussing the widely celebrated monthly musicales at 

Metropolitan Community Church, which Jones undoubtedly knew about and probably 

observed upon arriving in Chicago, historian Michael Harris asserts that: 

[T]he choir may be considered one of the most visible cultural forces in old-line 
churches.  So integral was the importance of culture to religion there that music 
became, in essence, a cultural ministry of those churches.  Music in old-line 
churches was thus more than sound; it was religious ideology.61 
 

 The power and influence of choir directors in Chicago was especially pronounced 

after World War I because of the tremendous influx of Southern migrants.  In the decade 

leading up to Jones’s arrival, over 65,000 African Americans moved to the city, and 

hundreds of thousands more would arrive in subsequent decades.62  Churches competed 

vigorously for these potential members.  Pastors quickly learned that one of the most 

effective means of wooing them was through a successful music program.  “Old-line” 

                                                 
61 Michael W. Harris, The Rise of Gospel Blues: The Music of Thomas Andrew Dorsey in 
the Urban Church (Oxford University Press: Oxford; New York, 1992): 109; For an 
account on the function of musicales within “old-line” Chicago churches, see Davarian 
Baldwin, Chicago’s New Negroes: Modernity, the Great Migration, and Black Urban 
Life (The University of North Carolina Press: Chapel Hill, 2007): 158-63. 
 
62 St. Clair Drake and Horace R. Cayton, Black Metropolis: A Study of Negro Life in a 
Northern City (Harcourt, Brace and Company: New York, 1945): 8; Wallace Best, 
Passionately Human, No Less Divine: Religion and Culture in Black Chicago, 1915-1952 
(Princeton University Press: Princeton; Oxford, 2005): 19. 
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(i.e. large, well-established, mainstream Protestant) churches therefore paid their music 

directors well.  Harris describes the ideological mission of these men to shape the tastes 

and cultural practices of the migrant masses that crowded churches each Sunday and for 

special music events like the musicale.  During the 1920s, the church choir came to 

replace traditional congregational singing in old-line churches and, in turn, the shouting, 

clapping and other demonstrative expressions of traditional African American worship.   

Classical music, anthem spirituals, and white hymn singing standards – and fewer hymns 

in general - became the norm.63  This transition worked in tandem with the objectives of 

pastors from churches with large and diverse congregations, “who skillfully attempt[ed] 

to gradually reshape lower-class behavior into a middle-class mold.”64  Among many 

black Baptist women, this assimilation of middle-class white music standards evoked the 

cultural politics of respectability; it supposedly elevated tastes and dispelled racist 

assumptions regarding black cultural capacities.65  Jones clearly admired the music and 

directors of these increasingly decorous churches.  Nonetheless, she also worked in 

                                                 
63 Harris, The Rise, 107-16; Harris points out that African Americans had sung hymns by 
white composers since the origins of the Black church, but “the general performance 
practices of the two races differed greatly” (110).  Clarifying that some of the changes in 
African American churches preceded the Great Migration, Wallace Best noted that “[b]y 
the 1890s, classical music and classically trained musicians and choristers dominated the 
church music scene in the city’s prominent black churches.  The African American 
middle class in particular found no more appropriate way to showcase cultural refinement 
and respectability than with the music of their houses of worship.” Best, Passionately 
Human, 100. 
 
64 Drake, Black Metropolis, 678. 
 
65 According to Wallace Best, such music served a “twofold purpose…  First, many 
middle-class African American pastors and their choirmasters desired to educate Chicago 
blacks about music of the ‘higher type.’ … Second, middle-class black churches that 
performed classical music wanted to answer charges that African Americans were limited 
musically.”  Best, Passionately Human, 101. 
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harmony with some of the key figures that helped popularize gospel music, which 

reversed the movement toward restraint by reintroducing demonstrative expressive 

practices in the 1930s.  The rapid spread of gospel in Chicago’s African American 

churches, led by the efforts of composer, pianist, and choir director Thomas Andrew 

Dorsey, highlighted the desire among the migrant masses for an urban music that 

reflected their Southern religious past. 

 In his book on how the Great Migration effected religious change in Chicago, 

Wallace Best argues that Southern migrants to the city selected churches based on 

regional identification more than any other factor, such as class or economics.  He 

focuses on the urban experience of previously rural Southern migrants.66  Jones grew up 

in Little Rock and therefore entered Chicago as an urbanite.  Furthermore, her family’s 

brush with racial violence tarnished the positive feelings she may have had for the 

South.67  Without an attachment to Southern small town or country life, she did not seek a 

church for the same reason as most other migrants. 

 Jones nonetheless considered choosing a church of primary importance.  When 

describing “the high points of [her] life after moving to Chicago,” the first one she listed 

was joining St. John Baptist Church at 3434 Wabash Avenue.68  The pastor, Rev. Forrest 

                                                 
66 Ibid., 33 & 51-70; Best writes “Although black southerners migrated for different 
reasons, the Great Migration was the central event in their lives and the South, not the 
urban North, was the focal point of their identity.  The defining element most southern 
migrants used to distinguish themselves from what they found in Chicago and to 
construct collective identity was their common origin, their southern heritage” (69). 
 
67 Jones’s granddaughter, Betty, remembered that her family “never went down there as 
kids,” although she attributed this to the absence of family members in Arkansas. Jones, 
Interview (July 21, 2007); Both Betty and her brother, Rogers, noted that their 
grandmother rarely discussed her life in the South. 
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A. McCoo had moved to Chicago from Mobile, Alabama in 1900 (Figure 12).  Four years 

later he founded the church, which one article claimed had 6,000 members by 1924.69  

The status of the church presumably paralleled that of its leader, McCoo, who had risen 

to prominence prior to Jones’s arrival.  In 1915, he was elected president of the Illinois 

General Baptist State Convention, and later participated in high-profile public meetings 

and events along with other local African American leaders.70  When Jones noted that 

“[f]or years I was soloist of the choir,” therefore, she highlighted a significant 

accomplishment in a church that probably had a vibrant and successful music program 

judging by the correlation at that place and time between church growth and choral 

activity.  She also served as the church’s organist and music director.  More than with her 

Southern heritage, Jones identified with the music of the church.  In particular, she 

appreciated the opportunity to serve as a music leader.  As her account implies, this 

opportunity at St. John Baptist Church was a stepping stone into a career of musical 

achievement in the Black church. 

 Her position as soloist, organist, and director at St. John’s might explain how she 

came to the attention of John Wesley Jones, who she listed as a vocal instructor and was 

                                                                                                                                                 
68 1956 Program. 
69 Al Chase, “Plan $200,000 B. T. Washington Social Center,” Chicago Defender (14 
March 1924): 19; If St. John Baptist Church had even half of the number of members that 
McCoo claimed, then it shrank considerably within a few years.  Only six Black churches 
in Chicago had over 2,000 members by 1930, and St. John was not among these.  Best, 
Passionately Human, 45; By 1954 St. John had 1,500 members. “Baptist Church Will 
Hail 50th Year This Week,” Chicago Defender (28 March 1954): 4. 
 
70 “Illinois State Baptist In Annual Meeting,” Chicago Defender (19 June 1915): 1; 
“Prominent Chicagoans Called to Big Meeting Held by R. W. Woodfolk & Co., 
Bankers,” Chicago Defender (30 August 1919): 17; “Mass Meeting Sunday,” Chicago 
Defender (20 September 1919): 14. 
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arguably the most renowned choral director in Chicago.  Born to ex-slaves in 1884, Jones 

grew up in an orphanage in Tennessee and later attended Walden College in Nashville.   

 

Figure 12. Rev. Forrest A. McCoo, St. John Baptist Church, Chicago, 1924 

 

He moved to Chicago in 1906, and over the next decade he became an authority on 

hymns, anthems, and spirituals, beginning with his role as choir director at Scott’s 

Chapel.  His next position at Providence Baptist Church put him in contact with the 

area’s most important classically trained directors and musicians, like violinist Charles 

Elgar and soprano Anita Patti Brown.71  At Providence he implemented a monthly 

                                                 
71 Theodore Charles Stone, “Noted Pay Homage To Choir Head,” Chicago Defender (25 
February 1961): 1 & 2; “Well Done, Faithful Servant,” Chicago Defender (15 February 
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musicale, which became “so famous until music fans and music lovers of both races from 

all parts of the city and suburban towns rush to get there.”72  Along with church choirs, he 

directed a 200-voice West Side Choral Union, which drew singers from across the 

metropolitan area and performed in prestigious venues like Orchestra Hall.73  Extending 

his cultural influence, the Chicago Defender gave him a regular column, which ensured 

that not a week went by without news on his groups’ musical activities.  It was as choral 

director at Metropolitan Community Church, a position he occupied for 38 years, that 

Jones made his deepest and most lasting cultural impact.  Upon forming in 1920, the 

church held services in the 2,000-seat auditorium of Wendell Phillips High School where 

Jones taught popular evening courses in vocal music.  Willa Jones may have attended the 

elder Jones’s classes at Wendell Phillips or at his music studio on the South Side.  

Metropolitan Community Church was composed of former members of Bethel A. M. E. 

Church, whose choral director, James Allen Mundy, was one of the few choral directors 

in the city whose stature approached that of Jones.74  The stakes of the competition that 

ensued between the two elite directors and their choirs, waged most intensely through the 

                                                                                                                                                 
1961): 10; “Patti Brown Given Big Ovation on West Side,” Chicago Defender (27 
September 1919): 16. 
72 “Providence Musical Over the Top,” Chicago Defender (27 September 1919): 16. 
 
73 “J. Wesley Jones Musical Conductor,” Chicago Defender (24 November 1917): 5. 
 
74 “Prof. Jones to Lead Community Church Choir,” Chicago Defender (16 October 
1920): 8; Ibid, “Metropolitan Community Center Moves to Wendell Phillips,” 9; One 
source listed only J. W. Jones and Mundy under the heading “Outstanding Choral 
Conductors,” noting that the two men were “[l]eaders of [the] largest choral groups in the 
country.” 1927 Intercollegian Wonder Book or 1779 – The Negro in Chicago – 1927, 
Vol. 1 (The Washington Intercollegiate Club of Chicago: Chicago, 1927): 88. 
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monthly musicales, only increased because of the shared history between Metropolitan 

and Bethel.75 

 J. Wesley Jones worked closely with another one of Willa Jones’s vocal 

instructors, William Eugene Myricks (born ca. 1905).  Starting in the early 1930s and 

continuing for over a decade, Myricks assisted the elder Jones in directing the African 

American mass chorus that participated along with other mass choruses at Soldiers’ Field 

in the Chicagoland Music Festival.76  This immense annual interracial event, which was 

broadcast nationally over the radio, brought together thousands of singers before 

audiences approaching 100,000 people.  Jones’s and Myricks’ group typically led the 

chorus in a few spirituals, which were particularly popular with white listeners.  While 

the Chicagoland Music Festival brought Myricks popular recognition, his reputation was 

built primarily on two choral groups, The Federal and Laredef Glee clubs, which 

performed for several decades, and the church choirs he directed at Beth Eden and 

Original Providence Baptist churches.77  Composed of men, most of who worked for the 

government, The Federal Glee club frequently joined with the all female Laredef Glee 

                                                 
 
75 The two directors competed against each other for at least a decade, although Mundy 
changed churches.  Harris, The Rise, 107-8; The members who defected from Bethel 
A.M.E. had the opportunity to see J. Wesley Jones conduct his Providence Choir in their 
former church prior to hiring him as director at Metropolitan.  “Judge William H. 
Harrison Electrifies Bethel A.M.E. Church,” Chicago Defender (31 August 1918): 12. 
 
76 It is unclear whether or not Myricks assisted Jones the first year he directed the mass 
chorus in 1930.  An article from 1935 noted that Myricks “and Mr. Jones have 
cooperated for several years in festival work.”  “Singer Signs,” Chicago Tribune (23 July 
1935): 4; For several years the newspapers only listed Myricks as Jones’s assistant, but 
by 1945 several additional directors were listed as Jones’s assistants.  Philip Maxwell, “J. 
Wesley Jones Trains 1,000 for Festival Songs,” Chicago Daily Tribune (11 August 
1945): 3. 
 
77 Myricks founded the groups in 1928, and both performed regularly at least until 1958. 
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club for concerts, often in Chicago’s most elite venues.  Myricks received ample praise 

from both black and white music critics.78  Written accounts indicate that his glee clubs 

produced a well-balanced and polished sound and performed a wide repertoire of western 

art music, including Negro spirituals. 

 In addition to her training with conductors J. Wesley Jones and William E. 

Myricks, Willa Jones studied voice as a young adult under two renowned classically 

trained vocalists, Dr. Andrew J. Offord and Dr. George Robert Garner, III.  Both men 

became accomplished conductors as well.  Offord was born in Pine Bluff, Arkansas 

around 1884.  He left Pine Bluff as a young adult, ending up in Chicago in 1910.  Under 

the guidance of James Mundy, he became “a well known basso of the great Bethel 

Choir.”79  A successful doctor, member of Bethel A. M. E.’s Trustee Board and treasurer 

of the South Side Opera Company, Offord used his money and status to further his 

cultural agenda.  He performed a lead role in what was billed as “Chicago’s first 

performance of opera by Race talent.”80  After a subsequent opera performance, culture 

critic Maude Roberts George “doubt[ed] that his portrayal of the character could have 

been duplicated by any other person so excellently did Dr. Offord act his role.”81  When 

                                                 
 
78 For instance, see: Edward Barry, “Modern Idiom Well Liked in Porter Quartet,” 
Chicago Tribune (29 March 1938): 13; Grace W. Tompkins, “Music News,” Chicago 
Defender (24 June 1939): 17; Grace W. Tompkins, “Music News,” Chicago Defender 
(21 October 1939): 18; “Glee Clubs to Appear in Concert,” Chicago Defender (17 April 
1958): 14. 
 
79 “Dr. Offord to Visit Home After Long Absence,” Chicago Defender (15 May 1920): 
13. 
 
80 “Will Present ‘Martha’ at Aryan Grotto Temple.” Chicago Defender (22 October 
1921): 4. 
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developing her Passion play, perhaps Willa Jones consulted with Offord, who in addition 

to his talent for acting was known as a “master of stage accessories.”82   

 Like Offord, George Garner (born 16 April 1892) was one of the city’s first 

African Americans to participate in an opera.83  His reputation as a singer, however, 

outstripped Offord’s, and he became touted as an internationally famous tenor.  Garner 

left high school to pursue a career in music, and earned enough from singing to support 

his wife and himself.  After more than 15 years of performing with critical success, he 

became the first African American to perform with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra in 

1926. 84  This boosted his career, as he moved “within the intimate social circles of some 

of the world’s most famous and influential and cultured individuals.”85  With financial 

help from a few wealthy white patrons, he studied at the Royal Academy of Music in 

London, and toured Ireland, Scotland, France, and Italy between 1926 and the early 

                                                                                                                                                 
81 Maude Roberts George, “News of the Music World,” Chicago Defender (28 June 
1924): 8. 
82 “Will Present,” 4. 
 
83 Garner’s opera debut preceded Offord’s by nearly a decade when he and Marie Burton 
“were the only colored people asked to sing in the Chicago Grand Opera Company, 
which is now being formed.” “Personals,” Chicago Defender (23 July 1910): 2; An 
obituary made no mention of Garner singing opera, but noted that “[h]e conducted a 
performance of the operetta ‘Rose Maiden’ by Cowen around 1910 in Orchestra Hall.” 
“Fly famed tenor home for burial,” Chicago Defender (13 January 1971): 12; For 
research on his date of birth and residential addresses, see Larry Harnisch, “The Daily 
Mirror: George Garner Rediscovered,” www.latimesblogs.latimes.com (7 March 2009), 
accessed 2 June 2009. 
 
84 “Fly famed,” 12; “George Garner Is Soloist with the Chicago Symphony,” Chicago 
Defender (3 April 1926): 4; “Music: Black Brothers,” Time (22 February 1932) from 
www.time.com, accessed 2 June 2009. 
 
85 “Fly famed,” 12. 
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1930s.86  He performed for the King and Queen of England and with the London and Los 

Angeles symphony orchestras.  Like J. Wesley Jones, Garner’s activities and successes 

appeared with great frequency in the pages of the Chicago Defender, for which he wrote 

a column.  While Garner is virtually unknown today, in his prime the Chicago media 

gave their city’s star African American classical tenor regular and effusive praise that 

rivaled that given to the most famous African American tenor of the era, Roland Hayes.87 

 By listing these four men as her vocal instructors, Willa Jones signaled her 

classical bent.  Even by the 1950s and 1960s - long after Garner had left the city and J. 

Wesley Jones, Offord, and even Myricks, who was a few years younger than Willa Jones, 

had passed the peak of their cultural influence – she assumed that audiences of her 

Passion play would recognize the fact that she trained among the musical elite.  For a 

generation these men had been bulwarks of Chicago’s sacred and classical music scenes 

and often performed and directed together and participated with the same organizations, 

like the National Association of Negro Musicians (NANM) and its local branch, The 

                                                 
 
86 Garner received financial support from the wife of railroad magnet Timothy B. 
Blackstone, the wife of attorney Jacob R. Custer, and wife of businessman and politician 
William W. Astor II.  Astor’s wife also was the daughter of Chiswell Langhorne.  In the 
19th-century, the Langhorne family apparently befriended and taught Garner’s parents.  
For 44 years Garner’s father served as the butler for the wife of Timothy Blackstone.  
“Colored Singer Proclaims His Gratitude with Song,” Los Angeles Times (12 February 
1933), reprinted in Larry Harnisch, “The Daily Mirror: Rediscovering George Garner, 
March 5, 1939,” www.latimesblogs.latimes.com (5 March 2009), accessed 31 May 2009; 
“Music: Black.” 
 
87 I have found no direct comparisons in print between Hayes and Garner.  Hayes’ 
success in London in the early 1920s presumably paved the way for Garner later in the 
decade.  Indicating the level of affection Chicagoans had for their native son, a caption 
accompanying a photo-illustration linked Garner with the era’s most famous tenor, 
Enrico Caruso (who had died a few years earlier). “Our Own Tenor Goes Abroad,” 
Chicago Defender (3 July 1926): 4. 
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Chicago Music Association (CMA).  NANM and CMA focused on promoting classically 

trained African American composers and musicians, who were often excluded by the 

white music establishment from performing their work.  J. Wesley Jones was a charter 

member of NANM in 1919 and served as its president from 1928 to 1930.88  Garner 

served on the board of directors of CMA, and later, when living in Pasadena, California, 

he became the regional director of NANM.89  Myricks and Offord also had ties with the 

two organizations.90  Their affiliation increased the likelihood that Willa Jones joined 

them, too, or at least kept abreast of their musical activities. 

 Under the batons of these elite choral directors Willa Jones excelled as a singer.  

Over 14 years before the Chicago Defender and Chicago Tribune began to cover her 

Passion play the press gave attention to her most notable performances as soprano soloist 

and in small choral groups.  In December 1930 both the black and white press listed her 

among the soloists of the National Jubilee Chorus, which was organized and directed by 

Garner, in an Orchestra Hall concert filled “largely with white people.”91  She sang with 

                                                 
88 Doris Evans McGinty, A Documentary History of the National Association of Negro 
Musicians (Center for Black Music Research, Columbia University: Chicago, 2004); 
Nora Holt, “The Chronological History of the NANM,” Black Perspective in Music 2 
(Fall 1974): 234-235;; Garner served on the board of directors of the Chicago Music 
Association. Nora Douglas Holt, “Music,” Chicago Defender (9 April 1921): 5. 
 
89 Harnisch, “The Daily,” (5 March 2009). 
 
90 Myricks participated with NANM as a member of the R. Nathaniel Dett club, which 
encouraged the composition and performance of new music in Chicago. Beulah Mitchell 
Hill, “In the Realm of Music,” Chicago Defender (8 September 1934): 2; The Chicago 
Music Association presented a concert in honor of Offord’s contributions in music. 
“Mundy Singers Thrill Music Lovers,” Chicago Defender (7 May 1960): 43. 
 
91 Henry Willingham, “Geo. Garner Pleases Chicago Audience,” Chicago Defender (13 
December 1930): 3; This article included the overwhelmingly glowing reviews of the 
concert from the Chicago Tribune, Herald-Examiner, Evening American, and Daily 
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this same group a few months earlier at the National Baptist Convention’s annual 

session.92  On the second evening of the session, an estimated 14,000 attendees in the 

Chicago Coliseum heard Jones solo with Garner’s chorus, which performed on other 

nights of the session as well.93  Jones sang at least three other times with the National 

Jubilee Chorus.94  She had a longer tenure with J. Wesley Jones’s senior choir and Treble 

                                                                                                                                                 
News.  The Daily News listed Willa Jones among the soloists; The size of the chorus was 
estimated at “about 200 strong.” E. M. “Mischakoff Again Soloist with Mr. Stock’s 
Orchestra,” Chicago Tribune (6 December 1930): 15. 
 
92 1956 Program; The National Jubilee Chorus was formed specifically for the 1930 
annual session of the National Baptist Convention, which celebrated its 50th anniversary; 
Predictions on the size of the chorus ran as high as 2,000 voices, although probably 
around 1,000 singers eventually participated.  For an impressive photograph of Garner’s 
chorus taken by King David Ganaway, see Chicago Defender (16 August 1930): p.22. 
 
93 Garner’s opening music festival began at 7:30 p.m. on Friday, August 15.  For 
information on where it fit within the session, see the Proceedings of the Fiftieth Annual 
Session of the NBC, Chicago, IL, August 14-25, 1930, pp. 26-33, MF 4427, Southern 
Baptist Historical Library and Archives; A member of the planning committee in Chicago 
set expectations high for Garner’s chorus.  “The music will be the best to be had,” wrote 
this member.  “The chorus, under the leadership of Prof. George Garner, our 
internationally famed tenor, is rounding into perfection, with not only Negro spirituals, 
but anthems and classics of the finest and highest production.  Units are being trained in 
different sections of the country which will join the great chorus in Chicago, thus making 
one of the largest choruses in the life of the Convention.  Talent from New York and 
other cities will appear on the night of the program, and Prof. Garner will sing, thus 
giving to the Convention the greatest musical feast to which they have ever listened.” T. 
Moore King, “Our Golden Jubilee A. Colossal Affair,” National Baptist Voice (2 August 
1930): 4; For an additional preview, see: Mrs. L. G. Jordan, “Jubilee Flashes Anent the 
Coming Convention,” Ibid, 5; For an account of the session by a white Baptist that 
evokes some of dynamism of the cultural activities, see: U. M. McGuire, “A Baptist 
Golden Jubilee Held In Chicago,” National Baptist Voice (20 September 1930): 1-3 
(reprinted from The Baptist, a white journal published in Chicago). 
 
94 Under the sponsorship of “an interracial committee,” Garner’s National Jubilee Chorus 
gave its “first professional performance” at the City Temple church in Gary, Indiana. 
“Garner Chorus to Appear at Gary,” Chicago Defender (25 October 1930): 13; After the 
Orchestra Hall concert the chorus performed at an auditorium in Joliet, IL.  It also 
performed in a massive interracial music event. James O’Donnell Bennett, “Singers to 
Give Chicago Jubilee Artistic Note,” Chicago Daily Tribune (8 May 1931): 1 & 12. 
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Clef glee club at Metropolitan Community Center (Figure 13).  The eight to twelve 

member glee club had roots in the significantly larger all-female Treble Clef choir, which 

had been in existence since the elder Jones directed at Providence Baptist Church.  The 

group performed at Metropolitan’s popular monthly musicales and for other special 

social events.95  Jones soloed on songs like Ethelbert Nevin’s “Mighty Lak’ A Rose” and 

fellow Arkansan Florence B. Price’s “Banjo Song.”96  As a member of the  

 

Figure 13. Treble Clef glee club, J. Wesley Jones (center) & Willa Jones (far right), 1935 

 

                                                 
95 For instance, the Treble Clef glee club sang for Robert S. Abbott, editor of the Chicago 
Defender, on New Year’s Day, the Chicago Defender’s Century of Progress (i.e. Chicago 
World’s Fair) queens, and to honor the 30th anniversary of the newspaper. Maude Roberts 
George, “News of the Music World,” Chicago Defender (4 February 1933): 15; “Stage 
Music Festival for Queen and Court,” Chicago Defender (5 August 1933): 7; “Chicago 
Defender Reception and Musicale,” Chicago Defender (20 April 1935): 7; “Sang At 
Defender Musicale Sunday,” Chicago Defender (27 April 1935): 6. 
 
96 “News of the Music World,” Chicago Defender (18 March 1933): 15; Depending on 
how early Jones joined the glee club, she may have sung under Price’s direction when the 
composer guest conducted. Maude Roberts George, “News of the Music World,” 
Chicago Defender (28 May 1932): 15. 
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Metropolitan’s senior choir, she took the solo leads at a memorial service for actor Dr. 

Richard B. Harrison, who performed the role of “De Lawd” in Marc Connelly’s play The 

Green Pastures.97  Representing both the Gospel Choral Union and the senior choir she 

sang Edward H. Boatner’s “City Called Heaven” at a musicale of the inaugural session of 

the National Convention of Gospel Choirs and Choruses.98  The largest audience for 

which she ever performed was at the citywide Chicagoland Music Festival, witnessed by 

a stadium full of people and, if following precedent, broadcast over various radio stations.  

Under J. Wesley Jones’s direction, Willa Jones soloed “with such telling success” on the 

spiritual “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.”99  By the early 1940s, Jones sang concert music 

with Offord’s chamber choir the Nightengales.100  She presumably also sang and soloed 

with Myrick’s Laredef Glee club. 

 While teaching Willa Jones how to use her own voice, J. W. Jones, Myricks, 

Garner, and Offord also demonstrated how to direct the voices of others.  With their help, 

she became one of the most accomplished and sought after choral directors in Chicago.  

The specifics of Jones’s training remain obscured, but the majority of what she learned 

from these four men must have come by simply observing them as a choir member.  With 

her keyboard and directing skills, she would have been a likely candidate to lead 

                                                 
97 “Pay Tribute To ‘De Lawd’ At Memorial Services,” Chicago Defender (8 June 1935): 
3. 
 
98 “Gospel Singers Close National Meeting,” Chicago Defender (9 September 1933): 15; 
For an analysis on the significance of this event and Jones’s solo, see Harris, Rise, 267-
269. 
 
99 “Gospel Singers,” 15; Maude Roberts George, “News of the Music World,” Chicago 
Defender (2 September 1933): 15. 
 
100 “’Nightengales’ To Appear At 22nd Club Tea,” Chicago Defender (2 May 1942): 10. 
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practices for vocal sections (e.g. soprano) or the entire group in the absence of the 

director.  During her years of singing with the National Jubilee Chorus, Metropolitan 

senior choir, Treble Clef Glee club, Nightengales and other choral groups, Jones directed 

the choir and played organ for the church she first joined in Chicago, St. John Baptist, 

and Metropolitan Community Center via the Christian Endeavor Choir.  During the 

1930s and 1940s, she also directed and played organ for St. Luke Baptist Church, and 

directed and played piano for two churches her husband, George Jones, served in 

succession as pastor: Shiloh Baptist Church in Waukegan, Illinois and Greater Mt. Sinai 

Baptist Church (Figure 14).101  By 1943, when she helped to direct the 1,000-voice  

 

 

Figure 14. Rev. George W. Jones, 1941 

 
                                                 
101 According to her autobiographical sketch, Jones served as director and organist at St. 
Luke Baptist Church for more than 18 years. 1956 Program; George Jones served as 
pastor at Shiloh Baptist Church from 1938 to 1940. Bob (surname?), “The History of 
Shiloh Baptist Church Spans A Period of Eighty-Five Years,” (27 November 2006), 
accessed 13 March 2009 at www.shilohbaptistchurchwaukegan.com/History3.htm; He 
served as pastor at Mt. Sinai from 1941 until his death in 1965. 
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chorus for the pre-Convention annual session of the NBC, along with Offord and other 

prominent directors in Chicago, she had attained a musical stature that matched that of 

the four men she cited as her teachers. 

 

Conclusion 

 In anticipation of the Chicago Jubilee, a giant interracial music celebration, James 

Bennett, a white cultural critic for the Chicago Tribune, observed that “[t]he colored 

choral societies have come forward superbly, as they always do when they receive an 

invitation,” and condescendingly concluded, “to sing their hearts out and their heads off.”  

Bennett wished to make a point regarding the interracial nature of the event in which 

Willa Jones with George Garner’s National Jubilee Chorus and J. Wesley Jones 

participated, along with other black and white choral groups.  Under the subtitle “To 

Foster Good Will,” he continued: 

[The colored choral societies’] efforts on these public occasions are important 
because they do more by their talent and their good will to create kindly feeling 
between Caucasians and Negroes than does any other kind of propaganda that has 
that end in view.  It was so at the Chicagoland Music festival and it will be so – 
and on a larger scale – next Friday night.102 
 

 With regard to what he termed “kindly feeling,” Bennett voiced the sentiments 

shared by many African Americans of the period who performed for large interracial 

audiences in churches and beyond.  At a time when de facto segregation confined African 

Americans to a comparably small portion of the city and white hostility and disrespect 

toward blacks were commonplace, the throngs of whites who attended J. Wesley Jones’s 

monthly musicales and the white critics’ glowing reviews of William Myrick’s choirs 

                                                 
102 Bennett, “Singers to Give,” 12. 
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signaled a welcome gesture toward improved race relations.  In addition, these events 

accomplished something as rare as what occurred on stage with the performers: they 

brought white and black audiences together - shoulder to shoulder in chairs, pews, and 

benches - to share a weekend afternoon or weekday evening in the appreciation of music.  

Whether viewed as “propaganda” or not, the excitement and even optimism generated out 

of this interracial communion between performers and audience in events like the 

Chicago Jubilee ensured their cultural saliency for years to come. 

 Willa Jones participated in these public rituals of racial amity because she was a 

talented singer and musician, who played a key role in some of the most admired choral 

groups in Chicago.  Her story suggests that she would have relished such an opportunity 

because she shared in the hope and optimism these rituals embodied.  She grew up when 

and where music – in particular choral music - represented an invaluable tool for uplifting 

“the Race” and bridging racial rifts.  The broad and intense interest whites expressed in 

the performance of music, especially the spirituals, by African Americans had roots in the 

19th-century and the abolitionist movement.103  Through her maternal ancestors, Jones 

had a live connection with the slavery past, which graphically illustrated the distance her 

family and African Americans as a group had traveled to her present moment. 

 Along with issues of race, Jones challenged the gender discrimination of the 

church to become one of the first African American women in Chicago to assume 

leadership over a mass choir.  After approximately two decades of directing church 

choirs, playing organ and piano, and singing with numerous choral groups, Jones moved 

                                                 
103 For an excellent account on this 19th-century development and its downside (i.e. that a 
static cultural expression, the transcribed spiritual, supplanted white sympathy for black 
people), see: Jon Cruz, Culture At the Margins: The Black Spiritual and the Rise of 
American Cultural Interpretation (Princeton University Press: Princeton, NJ, 1999). 
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out from under the shadow of the men who had directed her.  Answering how she 

accomplished this feat requires some conjecture, but it clearly revealed remarkable 

energy, determination, skills, confidence, and, as she undoubtedly would have stressed, 

faith in a higher power.  She also benefited from the example of women like Charlotte 

Stephens, Carrie Shepperson, and, in particular, Mattie Booker Pearry, who took the lead 

in shaping Little Rock’s cultural climate, and women on the national stage, like Lucie 

Campbell, a future friend and Music Director of the NBC.  Finally, she also benefited 

from her status as a playwright and theater director.  Although absent from the pages of 

the newspaper during the years of Jones’s rise in the field of music, her Passion play both 

grew out of and furthered her musical efforts.  This synergy between play and music was 

a key source of Jones’s success. 
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CHAPTER IV: RESURRECTING DRAMA 

 
 
 

Introduction 
 

 Willa Jones succeeded in the realms of both music and drama, which reflected her 

elite training and mastery of several cultural traditions.  As noted in the previous chapter, 

scholars have devoted attention to sacred music in Chicago during the 1920s and 1930s.  

The city’s history of sacred drama that shaped the form and meaning of her production, 

however, has been overlooked.  Jones drew upon the dramatic forms – namely Passion 

plays and pageants - that best utilized her musical skills. 

 In this chapter I continue to focus on the social and cultural context in which 

Jones wrote and staged her Passion play, giving particular emphasis to the matrix of 

dramatic forms that influenced it.  The chapter begins with an analysis of the reason 

Jones gave for writing and producing her play.  Like other similarly situated female 

cultural leaders in the Black church, she spoke of her play as the fulfillment of a sacred 

vow.  Next, I trace the appearance of Passion plays in Chicago and how the media, 

lectures, and films disseminated ideas about the genre.  For many African Americans, 

Passion plays transcended racial divisions and fostered healthy interracial exchange.  

Finally, I examine pageantry in Chicago, which shaped Jones’s “play” and sparked her 

cultural ambitions.  African American women played a vital role in writing and directing 

pageants, which evoked progressive race relations and racial pride.   

 Chapters three and four together illustrate how Jones established her fame and 

religious authority through both music and drama.  I argue that Jones’s celebrated 
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production represented a wedding of a Passion play and a historical pageant filtered 

through the sensibilities of a woman immersed in Chicago’s sacred music scene. 

 

“I Promised God” 

 According to Willa Jones, she produced her Passion play almost every year from 

her mid-twenties until she died in her late seventies because of the covenant she made 

with God that prompted her to write the play.  Over a dozen published accounts on her 

play’s origins signal the numerous times she shared this story with her family, friends, 

and the cast who, in turn, shared it with others.  Decades after her death, people still 

vividly recall what she told them.  Her story’s appeal reflects a broad fascination with 

near-death experiences and heroic recoveries, but also the fact that it resonated with the 

theme of resurrection in the Passion story and play. 

 Multiple versions of the story exist, which differ in terms of the details, but most 

focus on two central points: 1) Jones suffered from a life threatening illness, and 2) she 

wrote and presented the Passion play in response to recovering.  “I had to hold my right 

hand in my left to steady it when I began to write the Passion Play,” Jones recalled.  “I 

was that weak.  I promised God at that time that if I were allowed to get well I would put 

on a Passion Play in His honor.”1  Her published statements never revealed the illness 

that rendered her feeble and emaciated.2  According to one account, she laid in a Chicago 

                                                 
1 Barbara Amann, “Mrs. Jones originator of Passion play,” Suburbanite Economist (21 
March 1971): “Passion play,” South Side Bulletin (25 March 1971): 1; This same quote 
was reprinted in subsequent newspaper articles suggesting that it originally came from a 
press release or playbill. 
 
2 She reportedly weighed as few as 70 pounds. Fredi A. Smith, “Mama Willa, Black 
Matriarch, Artist,” Chicago Defender (28 March 1970): 21. 
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hospital for “many months” and “confounded the medical profession by regaining her 

health and strength.”3  This may have been the period during which she first met A. J. 

Offord, the medical doctor, talented actor, and “master of stage accessories,” who 

eventually gave Jones vocal instruction.  Or perhaps this illness had some link with the 

death of her infant daughter, Betty.  Irrespective of these and other possible connections, 

the most important fact – the one that was repeated over again – was simply that Jones 

recovered. 

 Jones attributed her recovery to the will of God.  Like the quote above, she often 

characterized the origin of her play as a promise made to God while she was sick and on 

the verge of death.  One early telling of this story indicates that her vow committed her to 

perform the play annually for the rest of her life, although later accounts are vague on this 

point.4  A few versions suggest that she did not decide to produce the play, if not write it, 

until after she recovered and desired to express her gratitude.5  Regardless, in addition to 

simply wishing to express her thankfulness for recovering, she felt obligated to produce 

the play annually because of a sacred covenant.6 

                                                 
3 Lucy Key Miller, “Front Views & Profiles,” Chicago Daily Tribune (6 April 1954): A1. 
 
4 According to a reporter from the Chicago Tribune, “before leaving the hospital, [Jones] 
vowed that she would – somehow – produce her Passion Play every year of her life 
thereafter.”  Miller, “Front Views,” A1. 
 
5 “Passion Play,” Ebony, 25; “Church Gives 25th Passion Play Tonight,” Chicago Daily 
Tribune (15 April 1954): S2. 
 
6 Her grandson, Rogers Jones, indicated that this covenant was a life-long motivation.  
“Just doing the play… gave [Willa Jones] the courage to live… You see that promise 
stuck fast and she would tell that story all the time.  ‘I know I’m getting older, I’m getting 
sick, can’t hardly make it.  But I promised the Lord that every year that he’d let me live 
that I would do this play and I couldn’t, I wouldn’t, I just can’t stop doing it.” Rogers 
Jones, Telephone interview with author (8 December 2004). 
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 There also would have been a pragmatic reason to emphasize her sacred oath.  As 

her Passion play grew in size and visibility, so did Jones’s stature as a religious authority.  

At the same time, her example as the guiding force behind the play would have been 

viewed by some as a threat to the formal authority of men within the organized church.  

While she did not lead a church as a pastor, her production ministered to congregants 

across the denominational spectrum.  By clarifying that she wished to make good on a 

sacred promise – that she simply wished to do God’s will – rather than to assert power 

and authority over the spiritual lives of her audience she avoided charges of attempting to 

disrupt the gender status quo of the church.7  The problem with putting too much weight 

on the issue of gender is that the story of her oath appeared most frequently in her final 

years of life, by which time her age and changing religious attitudes greatly reduced the 

threat she may have previously posed. 

 Most significantly, her recovery narrative offers insight into her faith; she 

believed that faith had the potential to immediately and directly affect the material 

realities of life.  Other black Baptist women shared her belief, including her friend 

Mahalia Jackson, who had an experience that echoed that of Jones.  Jackson’s story 

illustrates that the one told by Jones was not an aberration, but rather reflected a shared 

faith in God’s power to heal.  In the summer of 1935 Jackson’s grandfather, a pastor in 

                                                 
 
7 Versions of this argument have been made throughout history by women of different 
faiths and races to justify their public acts of ministry.  For an analysis of the opposition 
to African American female pastors in 20th century Chicago, which was rooted in 
“masculine Christianity,” and how they deflected attention away from their gender, see 
Best, Passionately Human, 154-58; For an analysis of how African American women in 
the Church of God in Christ justified their ministry through music as a divine calling, see 
Jerma Jackson, Singing In My Soul: Black Gospel Music In A Secular Age (The 
University of North Carolina Press: Chapel Hill, 2004): 25-40. 
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New Orleans, visited Chicago.  While Jackson escorted him to a photography studio he 

had a heat stroke – an outcome for which she blamed herself.  While he waited on a cot in 

a crowded hospital: 

[Jackson] prayed without cease.  God, if You just let Papa get well – If You just 
let Papa get well, I’ll – she searched her heart.  What was the most pleasure in the 
world she could sacrifice, to show God she was sorry, to pay the price for Papa?  
Not her singing, that was God’s work; He’d put her to that…. Heart sinking, she 
knew.  Picture shows and vaudeville.  God, if You let Papa get well, I’ll never go 
to another moving picture show or vaudeville or a night club again.8 

 
And like Jones, “Papa got well,” and Jackson “kept her vow.”  A few years later, Jackson 

shared her belief in God’s ability and willingness to heal with another gospel music 

luminary, who suffered from a crippling illness.  According to a friend, Jackson 

“encouraged Roberta Martin to make a promise to God:” 

[I]f the Lord would let her get well, she would sing no more blues.  Up to then 
she’d mixed her singing, she did anything; it was hard, very hard to get any kind 
of spot and there was no money in gospel.  But after Roberta got well, though, it 
was only gospel.9 

 
 In all three instances, which occurred at roughly the same time in Chicago, the 

person in poor health recovered through God’s intervention in response to a promise.  

Jackson clarified that her promise involved a sacrifice of the entertainment she found 

most pleasurable.  Although less explicit, this notion of sacrifice applied to the other two 

women’s experiences: in Jones’s case, she promised to sacrifice her time and energy, and 

Martin sacrificed moneymaking opportunities.  When Jackson felt compelled to “pay the 

price” for causing her grandfather’s heatstroke, she evoked the concept of sin, which 

animated, among other religious narratives, the crucifixion.  According to a fundamental 

                                                 
8 Goreau, Just Mahalia, 68 & 69. 
 
9 Ibid, 87. 
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Christian belief, Christ was crucified to forgive humanity’s sins.  Jackson, Jones, and 

Martin may not have consciously thought of their actions in these terms, but this master 

trope of absolution provided one religious subtext that gave their promises meaning. 

 At the core of these three stories was a profound faith in God’s healing power, 

which was not necessarily perceived only in relation to sacrifice.  Faith in God alone 

could bring about healing.  One of Jones’s contemporaries, vocalist, composer, and 

choral director Johnnie Howard Franklin, illustrated this point by recovering from a train 

wreck, from which she “suffered multiple lacerations, fractures, dislocation of joints and 

[her] whole left side was temporarily paralyzed.”  For weeks she lay bandaged “in agony 

and pain, unable to move and all [she] could eat was delicate food.”  Franklin’s 

sensational story, which appeared in an autobiography written shortly after she recovered, 

preceded her impressive ascent within Baptist ranks among musicians: several years later, 

Franklin became the Music Director of the NBC, a post for which Jones may have 

longed.  In describing her slow recovery and traumatic courtroom-related experience she 

clarifies multiple times that her faith in God grew after the crash and that this accounted 

for her renewed good health.  To emphasize this point, her autobiography also includes 

an encounter she had with a man whose legs were paralyzed from the knees down but 

who intended to walk.  Franklin explained to the man that she “had been recovering on 

‘Believing.’”  The next time she saw him, he was able to walk.  His experience proved to 

her “that with an unyielding faith in God all things are possible.” 

 The point of Jones’s story in conjunction with those of Jackson, Martin, and 

Franklin is not that their expressions of faith were unique.  On the contrary, the link 

between faith and health has been made for millennia across belief systems around the 
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world.  The act of petitioning God (or gods) to heal an illness or injury has been 

commonplace, if not expected, by those of various religions, not only Christianity.  The 

point of their stories, rather, is that Jones and other Black Baptist women in positions of 

cultural and religious authority expressed such unalloyed faith in God’s direct 

intervention in their own lives.  Their God was not aloof or passive, but rather 

immediately responsive to their needs.  Without equivocation or qualification, their God 

answered prayers.  The expectations they had and intensity of their faith set them apart 

from most Christians.  Their recoveries from injury and illness strengthened both their 

personal faith and public religious authority.  As highly visible and respected religious 

leaders, Jones, Jackson, Martin, and Franklin undoubtedly shaped the faith of those who 

looked to them for spiritual guidance and support. 

 Whether Jones recovered from illness as a young woman as a result of God’s 

intervention, her body’s capacity to heal itself, good medical care, or a combination of 

factors, this experience appeared to permanently shape her views on health and influence 

how and with whom she interacted.  According to Ruth Jones, her mother-in-law was “a 

great friend” of the Reverend Dr. Johnnie Colemon, who led (and continues to help lead) 

one of the largest churches in Chicago and believes that good health is a product of 

correct thought and action.10  As a young woman Colemon contracted a supposedly 

deadly and incurable disease.  With her mother’s encouragement, she enrolled in the 

Unity School of Christianity near Kansas City, where she helped integrate the school’s 

housing and became an ordained minister.  She founded the Christ Unity Temple in 1956, 

                                                 
10 Ruth Jones, Interview with author, Chicago (13 August 2006). 
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by which time she had fully recovered from her illness.11  For many decades she served 

as the pastor of this church, which eventually had at least 15,000 members.12  The size 

and influence of Colemon’s church played a part in drawing Jones to the younger church 

leader.13  But Jones also felt drawn to Colemon and her church because of the particular 

emphasis she placed on faith and healing – an emphasis that appeared to stem from the 

two women’s near-death experiences.  According to the Christ Unity Temple’s online 

statement of faith, members believe “that it is God’s will that every individual on the face 

of this earth should live a healthy, happy and prosperous life.”  The “key” to achieving 

God’s will “is right thinking followed by right action,” which requires listening “to the 

whispering of the ‘still small voice’ within us” that comes from loving “God and all that 

is good in ourselves and others.”14  From the perspective of Ruth Jones (a Baptist), 

members of Christ Unity Temple believe that healing simply requires faith.  “[Y]ou come 

[to church] and you pray.  You don’t be sick, you be well.  You just have faith… That 

                                                 
11 Neal Vahle, The Unity Movement: Its Evolution and Spiritual Teaching (Templeton 
Foundation Press: West Conshohocken, PA, 2002): 379-80; Joy Bennett Kinnon, “Pastor: 
Johnnie Coleman – The Many Splendored Faces of Today’s Black Woman,” Ebony 52 
(March 1997): 78. 
 
12 “45th Anniversary Celebration,” Jet 100 (5 November 2001): 8; Vahle, The Unity, 380. 
 
13 According to Ruth Jones, “Mrs. Jones had to connect with different people, so many, 
because of her Passion play.  She needed those people’s help.  So she went to, you know, 
that church… everybody knew her [at] Christ Temple.” Ruth Jones, Interview. 
 
14 www.cutemple.org, accessed 3 August 2009; For more on the Unity School of 
Christianity from where Coleman graduated, see: Martin A. Larson, New Thought or A 
Modern Religious Approach: The Philosophy of Health, Happiness, and Prosperity 
(Philosophical Library: New York, 1984): 322-57; Beryl Satter, Each Mind a Kingdom: 
American Women, Sexual Purity, and the New Thought Movement, 1875-1920 
(University of California Press: Berkeley; Los Angeles; London, 1999): 105-10. 
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was their teaching.”  And Willa Jones, according to her daughter-in-law, also “believed 

that.”15  She reflected this fact by typically avoiding the doctor and hospital. 

 Jones had affiliated with non-mainstream churches like Christ Unity Temple prior 

to her friendship with Colemon.  In the mid-1940s, the First Church of Divine Science 

led by Bishop George Taylor Murphy sponsored the Passion play.16  Like Colemon, 

Murphy had a large following, which he reached in part through his radio ministry.17  

Both pastors were grounded in the 19th-century New Thought tradition.  New Thought, a 

spiritual movement that spawned several new denominations, disseminated a set of 

metaphysical beliefs that placed emphasis on positive thinking.  Proponents of New 

Thought, like Murphy and Colemon, believed that illness resulted from faulty beliefs and, 

conversely, healing could be effected through correct thinking.18 

 In spite of her openness to certain New Thought ideas and the fact that she 

occasionally attended Christ Unity Temple, Jones only joined Baptist churches and, in 

general, adhered to mainstream Christian beliefs and practices.  The presence of her 

                                                 
15 When asked if Willa Jones believed in the same way as did members of Christ Unity 
Temple that faith could heal, Ruth Jones responded: “Oh yes.  She had great faith.  Yeah, 
she used to run on faith.  And she believed that.” Ruth Jones interview. 
 
16 “Famous Passion Play to Return On Easter Sunday,” Chicago Tribune (15 March 
1947): 16; For more on the history of Divine Science (and the teachings of a chief 
exponent, Emma Curtis Hopkins) in Chicago, see: Catherine L. Albanese, A Republic of 
Mind and Spirit: A Cultural History of American Metaphysical Religion (Yale University 
Press: New Haven; London, 2007): 315-323 & 425; Larson, New Thought, 297-317. 
 
17 Theodore Charles Stone, “Hundreds Attend Rites for Bishop T. G. Murphy,” Chicago 
Defender (21 May 1960): 20; Stone lists his name as Taylor George Murphy, but the 
majority of publications reverse his first and middle name and/or initials. 
 
18 Albanese, A Republic, 394-99; Larson, New Thought; Satter, Each Mind; Horatio W. 
Dresser, A History of the New Thought Movement (Thomas Y. Crowell Company: New 
York, 1919). 
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Passion play suggested that she viewed suffering and sin as realities that existed beyond 

the individual mind and would not vanish simply through “right” thinking and action.  

Furthermore, the stories of Jackson, Martin, and Franklin demonstrated that Baptists were 

already amenable to the idea of faith healing.  That African American women from 

different denominations shared similar views regarding this belief bears out historian 

Amanda Porterfield’s claim “that attention to healing reveals remarkable similarities 

among different cultural expressions of Christianity.”19  This phenomenon reflected the 

influence on American Christianity of 18th-century theologian John Wesley, African 

religions, spiritualism, and Pentecostalism in the context of modern science.20  Jones’s 

friendship with Coleman, therefore, did not signal a rejection of Baptist tenets any more 

than did her alleged faith in the legitimacy of psychics.21  She entertained other modes of 

belief without compromising basic Christian principles. 

 The many similar versions of the story on how Jones recovered from illness help 

to explain why she devoted her life to producing the Passion play.  More than just an 

interesting tale of origins, her recovery and covenant with God serve as an example of a 

type of experience that motivated the cultural and religious efforts of many African 

American women.  By sharing the memory of these experiences with others – or in 

Christian parlance, by testifying - African American women asserted and justified their 

                                                 
19 Amanda Porterfield, Healing in the History of Christianity (Oxford University Press: 
Oxford; New York, 2005): 4. 
 
20 Ibid, 159-72 & 174-80. 
 
21 According to Ella Jackson, Jones thought more highly of pastor and disc jockey Al 
Benson because he was a psychic.  Ella Jackson, Interview with author (8 December 
2006); Jones’s appreciation of psychics may have stemmed from her affiliation with 
Murphy, who participated with the Eiron Psychic Research Council.  “Rev. George T. 
Murphy Ordained Bishop During Congress,” Chicago Defender (9 September 1939): 11. 
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religious authority and buoyed their listeners’ faith.  As Jones’s biography demonstrates, 

healing through faith sometimes even prompted interdenominational, if not inter-

religious, exchange.  As much as her example reveals about the issue of faith, however, it 

cannot adequately explain how and why her Passion play appealed to African American 

audiences in Chicago.  This requires a closer examination of the cultural climate in which 

her play emerged. 

 

Chicago Passions 

 When Jones presented her passion play for the first time in 1926, she entered a 

cultural stream of established religious activity in Chicago’s African American 

community.  South Side churches had long-served as sites for various forms of dramatic 

sacred expression, from music-oriented presentations, like pageants and musicales, to 

more traditional forms of drama, such as Passion plays, in which music usually played a 

less prominent role.  Each Easter season, and even at other times in the year, churchgoers 

could witness dramatic interpretations of the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.  

Although many church activities fell under the radar of the Black press, the presence of at 

least some newspaper announcements and advertisements suggests that passion plays 

were relatively common in churches.  For the first few decades of the 20th-century, 

audiences also could learn about Passion plays through lectures, which typically used 

stereopticon slides and film as visual supplements.  Feature-length films, for which 

musicians from hosting venues (usually a church) might provide accompaniment, offered 

another way for audiences to experience what many considered to be principally a 

European cultural form.  Many advertisements for lectures and films claimed that their 
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production depicted some of the great European Passion plays, in particular the one from 

Oberammergau, Bavaria. 

The Oberammergau Passionspiel occupied a special place in the religious 

imagination of black Chicagoans, prompting many to make pilgrimages overseas to 

witness it first-hand or at least drawing them to local churches and cultural centers to hear 

travelers’ accounts of the play.22  In her book on medieval drama in America, Claire 

Sponsler clarifies that this reflected a broad American “infatuation” with Passion plays 

that began in the 19th-century with interest in the Bavarian play.23  Written and first 

staged according to popular accounts in the 1630s, the Passionspiel was the world’s 

longest running and most famous Passion play.  Every ten years hundreds of the town’s 

citizens put on their version of the New Testament story in an outdoor theater that was 

built to accommodate the thousands of tourists who flocked to see it during its several 

months-long run.  For many the play presented the Passion of Christ in a convincing and 

powerfully affective manner.  In part, this reflected the townspeople’s successful attempt 

to blur the division between the sacred drama they rendered on stage with their day-to-

day lives beyond the theater.  To most visitors, the citizens of Oberammergau appeared 

perfectly suited for the presentation of Christ’s story because of their supposed 

simplicity, virtue, and distance from the taint of commercialism.  In keeping with this 

image, members of the cast, even the principals, accommodated the visitors in their own 

                                                 
22 As one purveyor of fashionable society noted about the travels of two New York 
school teachers, “like all travelers to Europe this summer, [they will] attend the ‘Passion 
Play’ in Oberammergau.” Bessye J. Bearden, “Tib-Bits of New York Society,” Chicago 
Defender (12 July 1930): 11; See also Nettie George Speedy, “Society,” Chicago 
Defender (16 August 1930): 7. 
 
23 Claire Sponsler, Ritual Imports: Performing Medieval Drama in America (Cornell 
University Press: Ithaca, NY, 2004): 123. 
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homes.  Recent criticism of the play has exposed this public face as a well-constructed 

front, but the majority of viewers accepted the townspeople-cum-actors as agents of an 

authentic religious experience because they seemed to live similarly to the ancient figures 

they portrayed.24 

Considering the Oberammergau Passion play’s unparalleled fame, the striking 

similarity between the story of its origin and that of the Passion play by Jones warrants 

attention.  No evidence confirms that Jones ever witnessed the European play but she 

would have been keenly aware of it (no less because of the comparisons that must have 

been made between it and her own).  According to an old handwritten account, the 

Passionspiel began as a result of a sacred pledge taken during a time of war and plague.  

After 81 townspeople died from illness, community leaders vowed to perform a Passion 

play every ten years.  “[F]rom this moment not a single person died, although a few still 

had the signs of the plague on them.”25  Scholar James Shapiro notes the close connection 

between this “terrific story… that has become a fixture of virtually every account of 

Oberammergau written in the past century and a half” and the sacred one enacted in the 

play itself: 

Both are narratives of suffering, endurance, betrayal, and sacrifice, a fortunate fall 
culminating in a triumph of faith.  Oberammergau died and was reborn at this 
moment, with the stigmatical marks of the plague still left on some of the living.  
Not surprisingly, then, the identity of Oberammergau, its notion of its own past, 
present, and future, was closely tied to this powerful narrative.  To question it was 
necessarily to call into doubt the exceptional nature of the village and its steadfast 
commitment to Passion playing.26 

                                                 
24 James Shapiro, Oberammergau: The Troubling Story of the World’s Most Famous 
Passion Play (Pantheon Books: New York, 2000): 109-36. 
 
25 Transcribed from a vow ceremony in 1999. Ibid, 102-3. 
 
26 Ibid, 103-4. 
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In a similar way, Jones’s illness and recovery linked her with the play she wrote 

and presented each year.  She was reborn into renewed health upon making her sacred 

vow.  And although she apparently escaped any permanent visible signs of her illness, the 

emphasis she placed on how she wrote her play – by guiding her enfeebled right hand 

with her left – revealed her own stigmata.  In this way, her story both justified and 

authorized her annual production.  Making such a comparison between the two plays may 

raise suspicions regarding Jones’s credibility since Shapiro has demonstrated that the 

story of the origins of the Passionspiel ”rests on very shaky foundations.”27  While the 

older and more popular story may have influenced Jones, her story of origins appears 

more likely to have been grounded in historical fact.  She shared her compelling story 

when those who were also alive at the time of her illness – and therefore in a position to 

dispute the legitimacy of her account – lent their tacit confirmation.  Regardless of where 

her story lay on a continuum between truth and myth, the essence of its appeal had 

already been demonstrated in American culture. 

Traveling to see the Passionspiel, like any European trip, required money and free 

time that most African Americans did not have.  Jones and her husband, George, could 

not have afforded to make the trip during their first decades in Chicago, although later in 

life Jones traveled to the Holy Land.  Of those who did from the relatively small middle 

and upper classes, many received attention in the pages of the Chicago Defender, which 

even publicized anticipated trips to the German destination.  Perhaps no African 

American witnesses offered a richer account of the play in the first half of the 20th-

century than Annabel Casey Prescott and her attorney husband, Patrick B. Prescott, who 

                                                 
27 Ibid, 104-9. 
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spent several days of their European vacation in Oberammergau.  In late 1934, The 

Defender ran several stories written separately by the wife and husband, in which they 

described their experience in Oberammergau, highlighting the townspeople and town as 

much as the play itself.  Their accounts provide some reasons, aside from the religious 

message and the quality of the production, why this particular Passion play appealed to 

socially ascending, well-educated African-Americans, like the Joneses. 

In one article, Patrick Prescott celebrated the anti-commercialism and egalitarian 

practice of random ticket distribution among visitors when he wrote that “the rich and 

poor, high and humble, are all (as they should be) on one common level in their 

opportunity to see the Passion Play.”28  Without mentioning race directly, he indicated 

that African American viewers, like himself, were not discriminated against and forced to 

sit in inferior seats because of their race, but rather had as good a chance as anyone at 

quality seating.  In a subsequent article, he built upon the theme of egalitarianism to 

highlight the oneness of humanity, which transcended racial differences.  After 

recounting the kind acts and guileless attitudes of two Oberammergau children who 

helped him at the train station as he left town, Prescott concluded that “under the skin, 

human beings are pretty much the same the world over.”29  The underlying message in 

his story resonated with widespread attitudes among African Americans that Europe 

harbored less racism than the U. S.  What made his version of this belief unique was that 

he seemed to attribute this lack of racism to the Christian character of a town devoted to 

                                                 
28 Patrick Prescott, “Prescotts Compare Fatherland with Romantic France,” Chicago 
Defender (Dec. 8, 1934): 5. 
 
29 Patrick Prescott, “Tourists Continue Trip Through Old Country,” Chicago Defender 
(December 22, 1934): 5. 
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the perpetual production of a Christian play.  At this place and time, he probably would 

have left Oberammergau with a different view had he been Jewish, given the anti-

Semitism embodied and fueled by the play.30 

Prescott’s message also supported the notion that this European cultural product, 

the Passion play, fostered interracial good will when transplanted to America.  Preceding 

events had prepared his audience to accept this view.  During the height of his popularity, 

African American actor Charles Gilpin was the special guest at a Passion play presented 

by a presumably all-white troupe in New Jersey.  The director of the play, a Catholic 

priest, declared that in Union Hill, New Jersey, the site of their production, “where the 

story of the Redeemer of the World is told, there is no line drawn of creed or color.”31  In 

the context of an article focused on Gilpin, it is difficult to determine to what extent his 

star status among black and white audiences versus the Christian purpose and context of 

the play rendered racial differences immaterial.  Assuming that many readers took the 

cleric at his word, a Passion play was one event where the traditional rules of a 

segregated society should not apply, even if they might make sense at other places and 

times.  To African-Americans aspiring to middle-class status, and who turned to Europe 

                                                 
30 For example, after attending the Oberammergau play in 1900 a Jewish Rabbi devoted 
an entire book to sounding the alarm over its dangerously potent anti-Semitism.  Joseph 
Krauskopf, A Rabbi’s Impression of the Oberammergau Passion Play, Kessinger 
Publishing: Whitefish, MT, 2005 (1901); English professor James Shapiro explored how 
and to what extent the Bavarian play promoted anti-Semitism among audiences and 
actors. Shapiro, Oberammergau, 137-86; See also: “A Passion Play That Offends the 
Jews,” Literary Digest 101 (25 May 1929): 22; “Is the Passion Play Anti-Semitic?” 
Literary Digest 106 (13 September 1930): 21. 
 
31 “Gilpin Dines,” Chicago Defender (March 12, 1921): 5. 
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for cultural elevation while also espousing a need for “race pride”, a Passion play cast in 

this light must have appeared especially propitious.32 

A Passion play in Rock Island, Illinois further demonstrated how the genre 

fostered progressive race relations.  The Chicago Defender’s correspondent for social 

events in Rock Island, Innocence Chineworth, announced that “[t]wenty-seven people of 

our group are taking part in the Passion Play which will take place at the Rock Island 

Stadium.”33  Chineworth used the term “group” as a polite substitute for “race,” 

indicating that African-Americans from the city participated along with at least one other 

“group,” which was presumably white.  A few weeks later she wrote that “[t]he Passion 

Play held at the stadium August 8, 9, 10, and 12 was quite a success,” and proceeded to 

list the names of those who participated from her “group.”34  The article does not indicate 

what roles these participants played and whether they included spoken or sung lines.  The 

“success” of which Chineworth speaks, therefore, seems attributable to something other 

than the quality of individual performances.  Given the infrequency of constructive 

interracial activity during this time in history, readers probably interpreted Chineworth to 

mean that the play was successful, at least in part, simply because black and white 

Americans got along on stage and presumably in the audience, as well.  Although the cast 

and audiences for Jones’s play were predominantly African American for the first two 

decades of production, later racially mixed productions suggested that Jones thought of 

her play as a vehicle for interracial amity. 

                                                 
32 See also “Miss Fay Hershaw Off ON Her Third Trip to Europe; Will See Passion Play” 
Chicago Defender (July 14, 1934): 3. 
 
33 Innocence Chineworth, “Rock Island, Ill.” Chicago Defender (Aug. 4, 1934): 24. 
 
34 Innocence Chineworth, “Rock Island, Ill.” Chicago Defender (Aug. 18, 1934): 24. 
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Passion plays acquired an anti-racist or racially transcendent reputation to a 

degree where anything that challenged this perspective elicited a strong reaction.  During 

1930, a traveling troupe of actors from Freiburg, Germany toured a Passion play in the 

U.S.  The Defender condemned the practice of segregated seating at the troupe’s shows in 

New Orleans and Washington, D. C., which relegated African Americans to the worst 

seating without a discount in ticket price.35  The practice, however, was not limited to 

locations with well-known histories of Jim Crow.  “Christianity a la American is 

receiving some mighty unfavorable publicity through the tactics of managers of the 

Passion Play.  In every city that the Freiburg players have presented their conception of 

the life of Christ, a strict rule of segregating the Savior's followers is being enforced.  No 

reduction is given the Christians of color for their poorly placed seats.”36  This meant that 

if Willa Saunders Jones saw the Freiburg Passion play when it showed at the Chicago 

Civic Opera House between May 4 and June 14, which she probably did, that she sat in 

one of the worst seats of the house for a price of one of the best seats.37  Memory of such 

                                                 
35 “Pay Higher Price for Jim Crow Seats,” Chicago Defender (April 19, 1930): 4; “Jim 
Crow Christians at D. C. Passion Play,” Chicago Defender (November 1, 1930): 5. 
 
36 “Footlights by the Tattlin’ Twins,” Chicago Defender (November 15, 1930): 5. 
 
37 The Freiburg Passion Play received considerable coverage in the pages of the 
mainstream press, but ended up leaving amidst charges of deception and deceit.  Contrary 
to their publicity information, which claimed that the play descended directly from one 
originated in the 13th-century, the play was a recent revival by two brothers of a less 
ancient one that had ceased production in the mid-19th-century.  Furthermore, two 
manifestations of this recent revival toured the country because the two brothers had 
parted ways over a dispute and each had maintained portions of the troupe from 
Germany.  Charles Collins, a drama critic for the Chicago Tribune, who initially wrote 
favorable reviews of the show, ended up panning the production once he learned of the 
deception.  Charles Collins, “A Family Feud Over Freiburg Passion Play,” Chicago 
Tribune (May 18, 1930): G1; Regarding favorable reviews based on misinformation, see: 
Charles Collins, “Bringing the Passion Play to Chicago,” Chicago Tribune (May 4, 
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an experience might have aroused a bittersweet sense of justice when Jones produced her 

own Passion play at this same venue for the first time sixteen years later. 

Even local events confirmed black Chicagoans’ view of Passion plays as 

expressions of racial progressiveness when members from the Oberammergau cast visited 

the South Side in March 1924.  A month before their arrival, the most celebrated cast 

member, Anton Lang, who played the role of the Christus, responded to comments about 

American intolerance by noting the relative social harmony of his homeland.  Originally 

quoted in the New York Morning Telegraph, Lang said: 

“At Oberammergau we have all kinds.  There is a Catholic church and a chapel  
that is used by Protestants – Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, and all kinds.   
But that isn’t what counts.  It is how one lives that makes one good or bad; and  
Jesus, I believe, will take us all to heaven according to our virtues.”38 

 
While Lang explicitly addressed the Christian church, readers of the Defender may have 

interpreted his reference to Catholics and Protestant denominations as veiled allusions to 

racialized groups of people, like the author implied.39  His main point - that virtue, rather 

than difference, mattered most – undoubtedly appealed to many African American, 

Christian readers.  Lang practiced tolerance and preached the reality of a fair and just 

savior.  When he came to Chicago, members of the black elite, including the editor of the 

Defender, Robert S. Abbott, “entertained” Lang and two other central cast members at 

                                                                                                                                                 
1930): G1; Charles Collins, “Story of Christ Acted on Stage as Great Drama,” Chicago 
Tribune (May 5, 1930): 33; “Passion Play,” Chicago Tribune (May 4, 1930): G3; 
“Passion Play Wonderful Production Now at Civic Opera,” Daily Herald (May 9, 1930): 
8. 
 
38 “Keeping the Faith,” Chicago Defender (Jan. 26, 1924): 12. 
 
39 The author of the article encourages this reading by noting that Lang’s remarks came in 
response to a reporter who, in part, commented on the presence of “organized 
manifestations of bigotry” in the United States.  Ibid. 
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the home of Mrs. William James Yerby, wife of the American consul at Dakar.  As host, 

Yerby returned the favor of a few years earlier when she had stayed at the home of Lang 

and his family while visiting Oberammergau.  The interracial amity between certain 

residents of the urban Mid-West and of a small German town extended well beyond that 

experienced in Chicago itself, where people’s homes served as barriers and bunkers that 

separated the races.40  

Reports such as these from Chicago’s African American social elite, which 

circulated by newspaper and word-of-mouth, prepared the Prescotts to expect a warm 

welcome upon reaching Oberammergau.  Perhaps they received such a reception, but 

their stay did not always mirror expectations.  After offering a long description of the 

town and its residents, Annabel Prescott turned her attention to describing the actual 

experience of the play: 

“I had expected the performance to be more or less just another of the long series  
of Passion Plays on stereopticon, moving picture, or church cantata form, which,  
as a good minister’s daughter, I had been brought up upon from a child.  I was not  
prepared to live, yes, and to suffer this thing as I did for the eight hours duration  
of the performance.”41 
 

In this passage, she indicated how prevalent other versions of Passion plays had been 

during her lifetime.  She had experienced so many Passion plays, in fact, that they 

                                                 
40 Breeches of this racial separation often prompted racial violence.  For example, a few 
months after Lang’s visit to Chicago an apartment complex was bombed along with the 
home of a white landlord after he began to rent units to African Americans. “Throw 
Bomb In Rent War,” Chicago Defender (10 May 1924): 4; An important sociological 
study on Chicago’s African American community notes that by 1925 restrictive 
covenants replaced such acts of violence in maintaining segregated housing. St. Clair 
Drake and Horace Cayton, Black Metropolis: A Study of Negro Life in a Northern City 
(Harcourt, Brace and Company: New York, 1945): 179. 
 
41 Mrs. Annabel Casey Prescott, “American Travelers Tell of Trip to Europe,” Chicago 
Defender (Dec. 15, 1934): 5. 
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defined her image of what to expect from the most famous version of all.42  In spite of the 

obvious differences between stereopticon, moving pictures, and cantatas, she grouped all 

three forms together in terms of their shared inability to engage her on a deep emotional 

level.  These contrasted with the Oberammergau play, that clearly was not “just another 

of the long series of Passion Plays.”   

 Even if there was no substitute for experiencing the Passionspiel in person, this 

did not frustrate people’s attempts to convey this experience through words, images, and 

music.  Many tried, apparently because many more who lacked the means to travel 

overseas wanted a taste of the emotional experience alluded to by Annabel Prescott.  In 

addition to newspaper accounts, one of the most common sources of information on 

Passion plays, in particular the one from Oberammergau, was public lectures, which were 

usually accompanied by stereopticon slides and, by the dawn of the 20th-century, film of 

the German town and play (or reenactments thereof).  Such lectures made a lasting 

impression on Chicago residents long before Willa Saunders Jones arrived in the city.  

For instance, in the early 1880s the famous travel lecturer, John L. Stoddard, spoke about 

his visit to Oberammergau while showing stereopticon slides.43  During this lecture, 

                                                 
42 For an example of the type of event to which Prescott may have referred, see “Quinn 
Chapel A. M. E. Church News,” The Broad Ax (16 April 1921): 3.  This article 
documented a Sunday night sermon on a Passion play film, and promised “[i]nspiring 
songs, beautiful scenes and helpful talks.” 
 
43 According to E. Burton Holmes’s book The World Is Mine, Holmes witnessed 
Stoddard’s lecture on the Oberammergau lecture in Chicago in 1880 at the age of 10, 
although Stoddard did not first perform in the city until 1881.  Over the next ten years, 
Stoddard’s popularity in the city rose dramatically, as did the number of lectures series he 
presented.  X. Theodore Barber, “The Roots of Travel Cinema: John L. Stoddard, E. 
Burton Holmes and the Nineteenth-century Illustrated Travel Lecture,” Film History Vol. 
5 (1993): 73; see also “Dramatic Notes,” Chicago Tribune (January 9, 1881): 11; “John 
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Stoddard seemingly captured the moment of Christ’s death by dissolving between two 

slides of Christ on the cross.44  The Chicago native E. Burton Holmes filmed the 

Passionspiel in 1900, after which he used the film footage to supplement his popular 

lectures on the play at Chicago’s Central Music Hall, the same venue at which Stoddard 

lectured.45  Even if de facto segregation prohibited African Americans from attending 

Stoddard’s and Holmes’s popular presentations, many would have heard about these 

events through newspaper accounts.46  Others may have read about their experiences in 

Oberammergau through their published lectures.47  Probably dating back to the 19th- 

century, African Americans in Chicago and other urban centers gathered in local 

churches and community centers to hear travelers, including those from their own 

community, recount their visits to Oberammergau.  Like Stoddard and Holmes, these 

speakers sought to edify and entertain their audiences.  When a woman’s civic league 

awarded a series of prizes “directed towards educational ends,” the organization deemed 

the trip to Oberammergau its “highest” award.48 

                                                                                                                                                 
L. Stoddard, The Lecturer,” Chicago Tribune (January 10, 1881): 8; “The Stoddard 
Lectures,” Chicago Tribune (January 16, 1881): 8. 
 
44 Barber, “The Roots,” 76. 
 
45 http://www.burtonholmes.org/companies/timeline.html, accessed September 28, 2006. 
 
46 The Chicago Tribune, for instance, contains dozens of articles and advertisements for 
both lecturers during the late 19th- and early 20th-centuries. 
 
47 John L. Stoddard, John L. Stoddard’s Lectures (Boston, 1902); E. Burton Holmes’s 
The Burton Holmes Lectures, 10 vols. (Battle Creek, MI, 1903); A synopsis of the 
Oberammergau play taken from Stoddard’s lectures appeared in the Defender over 30 
years after the lecturer’s retirement, suggesting that he had made a lasting impression 
upon Chicago’s African-American community. John L. Stoddard, “Short Stories: The 
Passion Play,” Chicago Defender (Feb. 2, 1930): A3. 
48 “Civic League Pays Homage to Pioneers,” Chicago Defender (July 21, 1934): 6. 
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 Traveling to Oberammergau or attending lectures on Passion plays had clear class 

implications, which the media uncritically revealed and implicitly encouraged.  In 

contrast, audiences viewed films, or at least those that served as the central attraction and 

not simply as a visual supplement to a lecture, in a less class-conscious manner.  

Exhibitors of sacred cinema for African American audiences seemed more attuned to 

maintaining the appearance of religious propriety than in pandering to middle-class 

pretensions (although these two impulses often were related).  They also seemed intent on 

turning a profit.  In responding to a newspaper reader who wished to put together a 

mobile traveling outfit for presenting films, the Defender’s motion picture columnist, D. 

Ireland Thomas, noted: “You would, of course, want a passion play, as there is always 

good money in this feature, as some of the largest churches do not allow anything in 

motion pictures but the Passion Play.”49  Without the original letter of inquiry, we do not 

know whether its author specifically requested information about presenting films in 

churches or if Ireland simply assumed that this information would be useful.  Ireland’s 

response does clarify that churches, especially large ones, served as significant, 

moneymaking venues for exhibitors.  In a later column, Ireland insisted that “[t]he theater 

is not the place to show ‘The Passion Play.’”  Instead he urged exhibitors to “[s]tick to 

the churches with a religious program and a clean comedy.”50  Ireland’s silence regarding 

whether Passion plays belong solely in churches because they made greater profits there 

than in secular theaters or because of their religious nature may reflect the fact that 

                                                 
 
49 D. Ireland Thomas, “Motion Picture News,” Chicago Defender (July 7, 1923): 6. 
 
50 D. Ireland Thomas, “Motion Picture News,” Chicago Defender (Oct. 18, 1924): 7. 
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commercial success depended so heavily upon adhering to religious dictates that such 

distinctions meant nothing. 

 When Willa Saunders Jones wrote her play, Chicago churches and community 

centers abounded with Passion play films and lectures that reached a diverse cross-

section of the African American community.  In addition to these primarily imported 

productions, local groups formed to stage their own versions of Christ’s story.  While the 

vast majority of these plays never received more publicity than the sponsoring 

organization or church could provide through word of mouth and small-scale advertising, 

the Defender occasionally announced upcoming and recently staged plays in Chicago.51  

One example, a staging of The Upper Room by the popular English theologian 

Monsignor Hugh Benson, told the Passion story without depicting Christ, reflecting the 

long-standing British prohibition against representing Him on stage.  Directed by Miss 

Augustine Howard from St. Monica’s parish, the cast of young women and men helped to 

make it “a great success.”52  Serving a national audience, the newspaper also documented 

the staging of such plays around the country, indicating that such sacred dramas were not 

unique to Chicago.53 

 Jones may have been exposed to Passion plays in various forms and contexts, 

although the exact sources that inspired her remain unclear.  Perhaps she learned about 

                                                 
51 To illustrate the fact that only a small percentage of homegrown passion plays received 
notice in the pages of the Chicago Defender, we may consider the fact that the newspaper 
made no mention of Jones’s Passion play until it appeared in the Civic Opera House over 
eighteen years after its conception. 
 
52 “City News In Brief,” Chicago Defender (April 7, 1923): 4; “Church News,” Chicago 
Defender (March 31, 1923): 5. 
53 For example, the newspaper announced passion plays in Waterloo, Iowa and Memphis, 
Tennessee. “Iowa,” Chicago Defender (April 21, 1923): 17 and Miss Bessie Thornton, 
“Tennessee State News,” Chicago Defender (April 26, 1930): 21. 
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Passion plays while growing up in Little Rock, Arkansas.  The cultural efforts of 

Charlotte Andrews Stephens and Carrie Still Shepperson (discussed in the previous 

chapter) exposed generations of local African Americans to theater, although no extant 

records indicate that these two women produced sacred dramas.  During her youth the 

most likely source of exposure to Passion plays was at church.  A history of First Baptist, 

Highland Park, where Jones attended and her father George W. Sanders served as pastor, 

suggests that she may have witnessed or performed in plays at this church.  Such 

productions might have stimulated her interest in theater, provided insight into how to 

mount a production, and impressed upon her how deeply drama affected audiences.54  

Jones’s high school alma mater, Arkansas Baptist College, offered no theater course, but 

the school may have sponsored pertinent extracurricular activities, like a drama club.  As 

a church-affiliated school that placed an emphasis on religious instruction (for instance, 

Jones and her classmates took a course on the Bible), attention to religious drama either 

                                                 
 
54 First Baptist Church - Highland Park still exists on the same site today, although in a 
new building, and boasts an active drama department, which stages annual Christmas and 
Easter productions among other plays.  According to church history, “Plays, skits, 
pageants, monologues and choral reading have been presented at First Baptist Church, 
Highland Park for many years… plays were being performed as early as 1930.” Our 
Centennial Year: First Baptist Church – Highland Park, 1994: 89; Dr. Charity Smith, 
who has served as Director of the Drama Department since 1981, claimed that the church 
“very likely… staged plays” during the years when Jones attended in the 1910s and early 
1920s.  Conversation with author, Little Rock, AR, 26 August 2007; The terminus a quo 
of 1930 listed in the book may simply reflect the lack of documentary evidence from 
earlier productions, although one of the book’s editors, Ruby Waugh, had been a member 
of the church during the 1920s, a drama participant in the 1930s, and probably wrote or at 
least contributed to the one-page history of the Drama Department.  Given the unusually 
rich tradition of drama in this church and Jones’s theatrical proclivities, which suggest 
early exposure to the cultural form, I agree with Smith that the presence of staged plays 
was “very likely.”  If not at this church, Jones may have experienced sacred dramas at 
other churches, like Mt. Olive, which was only a couple of blocks away and which she 
presumably attended, as well. 
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in or beyond the classroom would not have been unusual.  Although most religious and 

cultural activities in Little Rock were segregated, she may have at least heard about the 

production of Passion plays by white churches and organizations.55 

 Once in Chicago, her chance of exposure multiplied because of the dense network 

of local African American churches and cultural centers that hosted plays, films, and 

lectures.  Although impossible to trace, cultural knowledge surely spread through word of 

mouth.  For instance, she may have come to view Passion plays as respectable creative 

fare from conversations with cultural elites, like her mentor, the renowned choral director 

J. Wesley Jones, who apparently appreciated the genre.56  Aside from the staged Passion 

plays at churches and community centers in the African American community, Jones 

probably heard about, if not witnessed, live productions in downtown Chicago.  One year 

before Jones first produced her play, the Holy Name Society sponsored a Passion play 

entitled Life of the Christ at the Auditorium Theatre as a benefit for delinquent wards of 

the court system.  Appearing in the city at a time when Jones may have been recovering 

from her severe illness, the downtown play presaged certain aspects of her own play to 

come.  In particular, it boasted a mammoth cast and linked itself with spiritual and social 

                                                 
 
55 Prior to Jones’s departure from Little Rock, at least one church utilized film in its 
attempt to convey the passion story.  First Christian Church featured “[w]onderful color 
Pathe travel pictures” that were accompanied by a vocalist singing “Calvary.” “Around 
the City,” The Arkansas Democrat (19 March 1921): 8; The local Catholic press followed 
the cast of the Oberammergau Passion play. “Anton Lang,” The Guardian (10 April 
1920): 1. 
 
56 J. Wesley Jones wrote articles on Chicago’s music scene for the Chicago Defender.  In 
one issue, he noted, “The Thursday evening social, in charge of Mrs. Bush-Banks, was 
very interesting last week” because a “prominent lawyer, lectured on ‘Passion Play’ at 
Oberammergau, a village in upper Bavaria.”  It is not clear whether or not Willa Jones 
knew J. Wesley Jones prior to writing her own play.  J. Wesley Jones, “West Side News,” 
Chicago Defender (October 16, 1920): 8. 
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uplift.  A newspaper advertisement for the play asserted, “There is no greater work than 

to co-operate with God in the salvation of a soul,” a sentiment compatible with the aims 

of the Passion play Jones brought to the Auditorium Theatre many years later.57 

Auguring future success, the earliest stagings of Jones’s play synchronized with 

Hollywood’s release of the most famous Passion play film to date, Cecil B. DeMille’s 

King of Kings.  While her play may have shared no more characteristics with this film 

than with other cultural manifestations of the Passion story, the preservation of a 1930 

play program and the 1928 film suggest parallels between Jones’s and DeMille’s 

productions that cannot be made with less well preserved examples.58  Jones wrote her 

play prior to the release of DeMille’s film, but within a few years she advertised it in a 

manner that suggested an appreciation for his tendency to emphasize the spectacular.  “It 

took several years for [DeMille’s King of Kings] to attract the fancy of the average 

audience,” recalled a reporter for the Chicago Defender, “but it became an immediate hit 

with church congregations, later growing into an annual affair, being shown during the 

Christmas season.” (author’s italics)59  Like the many film versions of European Passion 

plays that traveled from church to church across the country and through Chicago’s South 

Side, DeMille’s comparably extravagant production entered the rotation of this typically 

unnoticed exhibition circuit. 

                                                 
57 William Leonard, ed., Chicago Stagebill Yearbook 1947 (Chicago Stagebill: Chicago, 
1947): 128; Advertisement, Southtown Economist (March 18, 1925): 17.  The former 
source notes a cast of 350 people, while the latter claims 450; Jones also may have 
known of the “Passion Play of Chicago” staged at the Auditorium Theatre the previous 
year in 1924, presumably under the same auspices. The Drama 15 (October 1924): 11. 
 
58 DeMille initially released the film in 1927, but it is the shorter 1928 version that 
received greater publicity and sustained public attention. 
59 George Daniels, “Charge Hollywood Never Sleeps, Usually a Pun, Has Another Side,” 
Chicago Defender (October 10, 1953): 19. 
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Whether or not Jones considered King of Kings an “immediate hit” worthy of 

emulation, the popularity of DeMille’s production among churchgoers provided her 

cultural license to include provocative subject matter in her sacred work that in other 

contexts, such as a Sunday morning church service, would have been unacceptable.  The 

synopsis printed on the program that accompanied Jones’s 1930 production of her play, 

which bore the title The Resurrection, titillated audiences in a manner analogous to the 

film’s intertitles and footage.  For example, the third act of The Resurrection “finds 

Pilate, a governor, surrounded by pomp and splendor, with his court of the most beautiful 

maidens that Jerusalem boasts.”  In DeMille’s version, the final intertitle after the 

introduction and before the opening scene announced “In Judea – groaning under the iron 

heel of Rome – the beautiful courtesan, MARY of MAGDALA, laughed alike at God and 

Man.”  Both productions, then, promised the appearance of alluring women in sordid 

situations. 

King of Kings opens to a scene of bacchanalian decadence.  Near the middle of 

the frame lies a woman, turned away from the camera exposing the flesh on her back and 

positioned like an odalisque in a painting from Western European tradition.  Behind Mary 

in the middle distance circles a feisty leopard and its tamer.  A group of elaborately 

adorned men, apparently situated so as to ogle her beauty, sit on one side of a table at her 

feet.  A near-nude male servant gently fans Mary, and to emphasize that she is not only 

the scene’s focal point, but also an object of desire, her fair skin is bathed in brilliant 

light.  The film cuts to a group of harp-playing musicians, who recline as they strum.  

Like the “beautiful courtesan,” each musician is young, female, and wears a revealing 

outfit.  As they play, a male servant draws a diaphanous curtain in front of them, 
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doubling the veiling effect of the veil over their faces and adding one more Orientalist 

trope to an already heavily exoticized scene.  The film cuts back to a closer view of 

Mary’s back and tilts slowly down her body, finally shifting our attention to the 

lascivious gazes of the over-indulgent men.  The seductive power of female beauty sets 

the tone from the start of the film. 

We may only imagine if the “beautiful maidens” that Jones alluded to in her 

program appeared in such a brazenly sexualized fashion on stage, as did the women in 

DeMille’s film.  The fact that Jones’s production was staged in churches – two Baptist 

and one Methodist - almost certainly precluded the display of an equivalent degree of 

flesh, but the religious setting may have magnified any prurient display to Hollywood 

proportions.  Visual evidence suggests that Jones had no reservations about playing up 

the sexual content.  One of the earliest extant photographs of the drama, taken by a 

photographer from Ebony magazine in or before 1950, depicts a dancer who would have 

fit perfectly in the world created by DeMille, aside from the fact that her name and visual 

appearance suggested she was Latina.  The women in the film appeared emphatically 

white in contrast to their swarthy male counterparts.  Later publicity shots indicate that 

sexually provocative display had a permanent place in Jones’s production (Figures 15 & 

16). 
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Figure 15. A harlot in King Herod’s court, 1949 

 

 

Figure 16. King Herod’s court, 1966 

 

That Christian audiences accepted and presumably enjoyed displays of dress and 

behavior considered indecent, if not outright sinful in other contexts, requires a better 
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explanation than that this simply represented popular culture fostering universally lax 

standards.  Indeed, sacred drama may have paved the way for the positive reception of 

worldly content in films like King of Kings among urban African American church 

audiences.  Assuming that both theater and film participated in practices of titillation, the 

question arises regarding why such practices were allowed, indeed foregrounded, in the 

church in any form and context.  What made this acceptable was that the play and film 

clearly marked all sexually charged content as representing sin and vice, a reading that 

would have been confirmed by the sacred context in which they were observed.  

Depictions of sin and vice served to highlight the importance of Christ’s sacrifice; the 

power of his good increased in relation to the degree of “their” bad.  Each story conveyed 

that the benefits of following Christ outweighed the pleasures of sinning.  In King of 

Kings, Mary of Magdala is eventually rid of her demons through Christ’s exorcism, at 

which point she immediately covers what she now views as her shamefully exposed 

body.  In The Resurrection, the “beautiful maidens” perform for the pleasure of the man 

who sentences Jesus to death, even though he does so against his own wishes.  His 

weakness for the pleasures of the flesh, symbolized by the dancers, serves to highlight his 

even greater moral weakness exhibited by his eventual consent to execute a man he 

considered undeserving of such punishment.60 

                                                 
60 A portion of the synopsis in the 1930 program, in fact, encourages the reader to 
conflate Pilate’s weakness for sexualized displays and his official acts: “ACT III finds 
Pilate, a governor, surrounded by pomp and splendor, with his court of the most beautiful 
maidens that Jerusalem boasts.  See him as his manhood quivers under the test, not 
willfully desirous of putting Jesus to death but forced to obey the wishes of his subjects.”  
The construction of this passage suggests that the fact that his “manhood quivers” has 
something to do with the presence of the “beautiful maidens” or, perhaps more precisely, 
that his morally bad decision to execute Jesus was analogous to, and even predicated on 
his inability to resist sexual temptation.  He fails “the test” and concedes to “the wishes of 
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The sharp dichotomy between sin and righteous behavior made these two stories 

of redemption unambiguous and easy to celebrate.  The fact that audiences were invited 

to revel in theatrical and cinematic debauchery, therefore, reflected a necessary 

concession to the dynamics of morality plays (i.e. virtue recognized in contrast with vice) 

more than a nod to secular society. 

 

“AN EASTER PAGEANT” 

 In spite of the parallels that may be drawn between Jones’s The Resurrection and 

other manifestations of Passion plays familiar to Chicago audiences, like King of Kings 

and the one from Oberammergau, The Resurrection contains elements that come from 

other sources.  In fact, the 1930 program for The Resurrection elicits the question of 

whether or not the drama should be considered a play, or at least if Jones thought of it as 

such.  On the program’s cover, the large, uppercase print announces that the production is 

“AN EASTER PAGEANT” (Figure 7).61  In common parlance, the terms “pageant” and 

“play” often have been used interchangeably, suggesting that Jones could just as well 

have labeled her production a play.  The Passion play from Oberammergau, for instance, 

had been considered and referred to as a pageant.  This prompted one early 20th-century 

writer and theorist of pageants to articulate what he considered to be the distinction 

between sacred pageants like the one in Oberammergau and large-scale historical 

                                                                                                                                                 
his subjects,” the passage implies, because the objects of desire that surround him 
compromise his moral strength. 
 
61 The program also refers to The Resurrection as “A Sacred Pageant” and simply as “this 
Pageant.”  It makes no reference to the pageant as a play. 
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pageants.62  More recently, arts editor of the Chicago Defender, Earl Calloway, referred 

to Jones’s production as both a sacred pageant and a Passion play.63  Another conclusion 

is that Jones chose the term “pageant” over “play” because the latter term carried 

negative connotations, especially from its links with the commercial stage.64 

There are several reasons, however, why Jones probably intended for her use of 

the term “pageant” to mean that her production was something different from, or at least 

more than, just a play.  By the time she wrote The Resurrection, the term “pageant” 

evoked a pervasive and influential cultural tradition that had peaked in mainstream 

popularity a few years earlier.  Before and during World War I, historical pageants 

attracted the attention of educators, community and civic leaders, artists, and activists, 

who believed in the genre’s potential to rejuvenate public social, moral, and aesthetic 

standards.  Cities and towns across the country devoted considerable resources to the 

production of pageants, which offered a glorified historical narrative that cast their 

present status and future prospects in a positive light and, during the war, nurtured faith 

in American exceptionalism.  The participants, made up predominantly if not entirely of 

                                                 
62 Naima Prevots, American Pageantry: A Movement for Art and Democracy (UMI 
Research Press: Ann Arbor; London, 1990): 5. 
 
63 Earl Calloway, Interview by author, Chicago (13 August 2006). 
 
64 “At the word ‘play,’” wrote one proponent of church drama, “many pious people hold 
up their hands in horror and say, ‘Impossible!  We couldn’t even consider such a thing 
for our church,’ and yet the same production under the name of a pageant raises no 
question.  So is nearly all dramatic expression dismissed.  Association with the 
professional stage has branded any reference to drama or dramatics.” William V. 
Meredith, Pageantry and Dramatics in Religious Education (New York; Cincinnati: The 
Abingdon Press, 1921): 152-53. 
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local residents, numbered in the hundreds and, on occasion, the thousands, and audiences 

often swelled into the tens of thousands.65 

Jones’s production adopted elements of historical pageantry that did not appear in 

traditional Passion plays.  Most obviously, she included three allegorical figures, Father 

Time, Mystery, and Truth, who open the drama “in Consultation” with each other.  

Historical pageants frequently used these types of figures to represent and speak of the 

virtues of a particular person, group of people, place or event.  The actors portraying 

Father Time, Mystery, and Truth probably appeared on stage wearing robes that evoked 

the classical garb of Greek drama.  The program indicates that they only appear in the 

opening prologue, which apparently contextualized the time and setting prior to the first 

scene.  Judging by subsequent programs from the 1950s and into the 1970s, which 

contained more extensive synopses, the 1930 prologue may have made a link between 

ancient events and the present moment.  For instance, the beginning narration in a 1956 

production specified how many years it had been since Christ’s birth and indicated that 

the Passion play represented “everyman’s story, everyman’s search for Christ.”66  Later 

productions also included a character, Nathan, who Jones added in order to bridge the gap 

between the past and present by serving as a surrogate for the audience.  Throughout the 

drama, Nathan attempts to find Christ, but keeps missing him until the end at the 

crucifixion.  His frustrating journey symbolized humanity’s weak and clumsy efforts to 

know and fully appreciate the Son of God. 

                                                 
65 Prevots, American Pageantry; David Glassberg, American Historical Pageanty: The 
Uses of Tradition in the Early Twentieth-Century (The University of North Carolina 
Press: Chapel Hill; London, 1990). 
 
66 1956 Program. 
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This attempt to link the past, no matter how distant, with the present and future of 

the audience was an essential element of historical pageants.  As historians of pageantry 

have demonstrated, one of the primary appeals of such pageants was that they provided 

communities with a sense of a shared history.  Audiences were encouraged to celebrate 

and take pride in ancient people and events that, according to the teleological narrative of 

the pageant, somehow connected the past with present fortunes and future prospects.  

Given the widespread popularity of historical pageants, Jones probably became familiar 

with them during her youth in Little Rock.67  With her own production, she may have 

wittingly drawn upon her audiences’ familiarity with the conventions of this genre to 

underscore the connection she wished to make.  In other words, she may have adopted 

aspects of pageantry in part because audiences would assume that the story told on the 

stage had a direct bearing on their lives and the life of their community – that it was part 

of their history to which they should lay claim. 

In spite of the socially progressive and democratic impulse fueling the historical 

pageantry movement in the U.S., most large-scale community pageants failed to include 

non-whites or relegated their participation to the margins.  Tacitly adopting contemporary 

views of white racial superiority that popular pseudo-sciences “legitimated,” these 

pageants celebrated European-American history and a melting pot that included many 

shades of whiteness, but left out those of African, Indian, Asian, and Latina/o descent.  

                                                 
67 At least one “elaborate pageant” was staged by the Little Rock branch of the Drama 
League in connection with the Civic Christmas Tree during Jones’s first semester at 
Arkansas Baptist College.  Although segregation presumably precluded her participation 
in the pageant by what was likely an all-white organization, she probably heard about, if 
not witnessed, the event, which attempted to capitalize upon popular notions of civic 
identity. Drama League Monthly 1 (May-September 1916): 72; Drama League Monthly 2 
(May 1917): 402. 
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As cultural historian Naima Prevots noted, “the involvement of Blacks [in historical 

pageants] was almost nonexistent.”68  Even at the zenith of historical pageantry during 

World War I, “blacks continued to be excluded from the massive demonstrations of 

national loyalty in most towns – in the North and South alike.”69 

This exclusion meant that African Americans had to produce their own pageants, 

which they had done at least since the end of the 19th-century.  In 1895, for instance, 

hundreds of African Americans from Chicago staged and participated in 30 Years of 

Freedom, a pageant and musical extravaganza that celebrated the years since 

Emancipation.  “The stage setting was a work of art and 500 Colored singers… rendered 

the wonderful music that was given columns of daily press notices.”70  Several years later 

W. E. B. Du Bois wrote his pageant The Star of Ethiopia, which made a greater impact 

than previous African American productions partially because of its author’s influential 

writing on the arts and his ready access to the Black press.71 

                                                 
68 Prevots, American Pageantry, 13.  As an example, Prevots cites the Pageant and 
Masque of St. Louis, in which presumably only one African American participated, in 
spite of the fact that the celebrated city of St. Louis had a black population of 
approximately 44,000.  Also see Glassberg, American Historical, 179-80. 
 
69 Glassberg, American Historical, 224. 
 
70 Maude Roberts George, “News of the Music World,” Chicago Defender (May 10, 
1930): 12. 
71 James V. Hatch and Ted Shine, eds. Black Theatre USA: Plays by African Americans 
(The Free Press: New York, 1996 (1974): 86-93 (includes a copy of the pageant); 
Annemarie Bean, “Playwrights and Plays of the Harlem Renaissance,” in A Companion 
to Twentieth-Century American Drama, edited by David Krasner (Blackwell Publishing: 
Oxford, England, 2005): 95-96; David Levering Lewis, W. E. B. Du Bois: Biography of a 
Race, 1868-1919 (Henry Holt and Company: New York, 1993); Samuel A. Hay, African 
American Theatre: An Historical and Critical Analysis (Cambridge University Press: 
Cambridge, England, 1994); David Krasner, A Beautiful Pageant: African American 
Theatre, Drama and Performance in the Harlem Renaissance, 1910-1927 (Palgrave 
Macmillan: New York, 2002): 81-94. 


